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Holland City News.
HOLLAND,

VOL. IX.-NO.47.

\7-AN PUTTEN, Wm., Toaler In DruRC. MedlcineH Paintp. Oilc. etc.; Proprietor of Dr.
W. V’an Den Hkko'h Family Mcdiciner;EiRhthSt.
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NEW

TURK.

Win. J. Scott, proprietor,
i ’ This hold is locatedon the cor. of Ninth and
Fiah sirs., convenient to boih depots. Terms,
$1. mi per day. Good accommodations can always
be relied on. Holland,
8-ly

in

Michigan. For six years following the
panic of 1873 vessel properly became less
valuable;

men who had been

identified

11

8

became insolvent, and their ships were
hammer of the auctioneer

at

sold under the

noon,

for

what they would bring. There was no

demand

— Home Almanac.

for additional tonnage,and Ihe

shipbuilder soon found that bis occupation

A Stcr; of Dr.

was gone. The return of “good times”
was felt all over the land, and when it was

Lyman Beecher.

THE PLYMOUTH PASTOR’S OPINION THAT found that the resumptionof specie payments by the governmentbad been nc*
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" When

a physician,” said Mr.

Beecher, prosperity.It was predicted that fur 1880
be volume ol business all over the land

ycslcribiy,finds a disease Hint ho don’t

know

nnything about, he

culls it malaria,
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would show a marked Increaseover the

so theologianscall everything they years immediately preceding; that tho
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The past scajon witnessed a remarkable

Before its final ’clcse;
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Beef, dressed per lb ...................
Proprietor of Ottawa House.
Pork,
................... 4#
for steady bonders,
An X before the Subscriber'sname will t.uiote and every facilityfor transient guests The En- Lard .............
Turkeys,
per
lb
.....................
the expiration of h • Subscription Two XX sigglish, German and Holland languages are spoken.
Chickens,dressed pur lb .. ............
nify that no paper w ill be continuedafter date.
Corner of First and Fulton street, Grand Haven,
All alvmisingbills colleciable quarterly.
ti-ly

Good accommoda'ions
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at different

revival of industry in the ship yards of

But time shall end t-) each how soon
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Keats, Etc.
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new tonnage

way

with the commerce of the lakes for years

Goods. tJroceries.CMckery. Hats and Caps,
Wheat, white ^ hiielit:'.
8!
One squareof ten lines, ( nonpareil.) Tf) cents Flour. Provisions. etc. ; River st.
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Uatn. IiusImI .....................
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.....
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5 00
8 00 | 10 00 hotel in the city. Ample acconunodaiipiis
.......1 20© 1 :«l
Parley. V 100 1h ... .....
“
8 00 10 00 i 17 00 permanent hoarders and trunrient guesis. Every1 on
thing lirst class. Cor. of Eighth and Market ntrs., Middling.V R*) th .......
10 tvi , 17 0*1 ! 23 01
Column ----Flour. lirl ........
5 00
Iloilaiid.
8-ly
17 00 | 23 (Hi I 40 00
3 O'
Pearl Barley. ?
......
25 On i 41) 0) | '.5 00
65
Jas. Ryder, proprietor. Rve ^ bud) ...........
1VIX HOTEL
Yearly advertisers have the privilege of three
90
Located near the i hi it W. Mich. R. R. de- Corn Meal ^ 100 lb- .......
changes.
1 20
Flue Com Meal V 10U Dm
(tot. has good facilities for the traveling public,and
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love the Lord

The DetroitTribune printed the follow-

New
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Il is to

with all thy heart and thy neigh-

others take our place.

urain, Feed, Etc.

pITY
Vv

Christianity

ShipbuildingIn Michigan.

hors, hopes and joys.
dry....' ..................
$ 3
Rreen ............... 2 •
Time duals ns hours and days to use,
beach, ,.ry ...................2 5
'* green ...................2 00
And no ea how we Improve;
Railroad ties ...............................
12
But every dav and hour wo lose
Shingles, A V m ...............................
Is register'dabove.

**
**

no

bor as thyself.”

Time feasts on all terrestrialthings,
And all around destroys;
Yet. ev. rchanglng, with him brings

Wood, StaTii, Etc,

rufJltu •.

men.

ing account of the

©

Cordwood, maple,

TERMS OF ADVERTISING:
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Picture Frames. etc. : River street.
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God

thy

Time hears uniiumhoredmyriads on,
N«r lea»M behind their trace;
And we shrill go as they have gone,

.

work.

hdtlln'ier.

(fy 35
dO lt*t

lb ..............dh
W

ton

the hearts of

Of tima's perpetual (light;
Beyond Its bounds extends our views
To regions out of sight.

Butter. V
lit
Clover seed. V tb ............... frO 4 Ml
C. A.. Dress Maker and Hair Dresser,
would respectfully announce to the citizens Errs, V dozen .................
Honey, VIb ......................
10
that she has op •tied Dress ' aki' g and Hair DressHuy, ^
.............. <fr 8 (Vi
iii*/ rooms, in the hulldiiiR. one door we-t of (irifOnions, V bushels .............. (it,
lln’s DrttR Store. Washtnttnn street. Grand Haven.
Potatoes, y bushel ..............
40
A No teachesin Wax. Worsted, Lace, and other
Timothy Seed, ^ bushel ..........
3 25
fancy
31-ly
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OOKSHUHG,

J.

is

m.

in hooks, creeds, or catechisms;it

Produce, Etc.

T>EKRY.

OFFICE: VAN LANDEOtND’S BLOCK.

NO.

There

a living thing.

A year renew’d, the thoughtrenews

Apples,V bushel ..............
Beans, ^ bushel ............

Sreu Xakeri.

WHOLE

1881.
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THE HEW YEAR.
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II KB E K, DfiRRict &
Plmrinarlet; a
stock of Roods appertainingto the bus-
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iOLUSD Olllf,
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I

don’t understand mysticism, and of

commerce of the

all

lakes

which had been

Uic words that have stood for a wilder- seriously impaired by the general stagna-

Midi.

Kalarial Fever.

ness of

irasdi, the

word faiih stands

tion of

fiitt

trade and unsettled condition of

meet with a marked “boom”
Malarialfevers, conslipalinn, torpidity The one great point of orthodoxy is this:
of the liver and kidneys, general debilily, That the whole soul desires to be buill up during ihe season juat closed. Shrewd,
nervousnessand neuralgicnilmnnls yield into a perfect man by the influence of God far-seeingmen saw the gulden opportunity
affairs, would

Liver?asl Sale G;able«.

liOUNE

11,, Livery and Sale Stable. Office
and barn on Market street. Everythingfirst-

IY
class

Takai Effect, Sun
Train*.
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5.25 4. m.
3.35 n. in.
*11 30 a. in.

1.30 a.m.
5.15 •. m.
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YIBBELINK.

J. H.. Livery and Sale Stable;
Ninth street, near Market.

xv

Meat Market!.

1>UTKAI’& VAN Z'lKREN, New Meat MarI) ket, near corner Eighth and Fish Street.All
kinds of saiisagm constant

I/’UITE.J..Dealer

I

v

on hand.

all kinds of meats and
vegetables; Meat Market on 8th street.

I\

in

AN DER HAAU, 11., Dealer In Fresh, Salt,
and Smoked Meats and Vegetables; psper

IT

V

and twine; 8th street.
in.

Manufactarpm, Mills, Chops, Etc.

"
3.20 p. m.
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II
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Buffalo ft

Chicago.
II
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II
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Hotel.

Isavc
H’dand,
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If

lay, Xoo. 14, 1880.

Arrtet at

8 15 a. m.
* t) 30 a. in.
1

'•

* 7 4o p. in.

55 “

10.05 p.

1

EALD, R.K., Manufacturerof and Dealeriu
Agricultural Implements; commission agent
Mowiim Machines' cor. IOth«Jt River street.

for

m.

VAN

IFACELS.
PUTTEN A CU., Proprietors
• Mixed trains,
of IHugrjer iliUn; Steam Saw and Flour
4 Daliy except Sunday and Monday,
Mills.) near fool of 8th street.
t Daily except Saturday,
j Monday* onlv.
\17TLMS, P. II. Manufacturerof Wooden, and
All other rain. d*ily except 8un'’ayB.
v
Iro.i and Wood combination Pumps. CorAlllrk i-aou ini* road, will be run by Chicago
bill and River streets.
lime whicn .• 2J minutes later than Columbus
lime.
Motarr Publics.

I

(

v

I

c.mq

Rail Real.

Taken Effect,We.lnu.lay, Dec. 1, !880.
Qjlnj Worth.
No. 4. No. 2.
a m.
p. m.
9 10 12 *>
8 2, ll 47
7 33 Il 42
7 00 11 12
5 55 10 43
5 2) 10 2i
9 33
3 5)

(Mae

Sr&TISRU

No. i.
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M'lske^on,
Ferryahuro,
Grand Haven,
Piirtou,
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Fillmore,
Allei'au,

in
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40
23
13
00
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FRED. H. MAY. Manager.

12-lf

An immense

slock of dry goods to pick

AN SCIIELVEN,

G-, Justiceof the Peace,

from, ft large assortment

O
street.

Office at Dr. hchouien'sdrug store, Eighth delibly
4(1 ly.

ANTING, A.

G.. Physician and Burgeon ;
Al office at GraafrchapVillage,Allegan eouniy,
Mich. Officehours from 10 to t2 x.
20-1 y.
\1

x.

summer dress

of

by passing the moistened longue
a

over il. Invalids can be cured of Dyspep-

sia and its attendant horrors by using

Spring HlosSoni. Price 50 cents,

liial

bottles 10 cents.

TMTES. O. E., Physician and Surgeon. Office
Two other traina run In connectionwith the
L ai his residence, Overysel, >.kli.
Chicago& Weft Mich. R R.. by wrich you can
At Rrusse’s Clothing Store, in Zeeland,
leave Grand tlave i at 12:45, p. m. and reach HolPhJtopapber.
land 1:55p.m. and anotherwhich luiven Grand
you can find a very fine and complete
Haven at 9: it p. m. an I reach Holland at 10:20 p.
m. Going uortn on thorn: traim* you leave Ho laud I I IGGl.NS,B. P. the leading Photographer.Oal- selectionof Gents’ luruishing goods. Some
StOtkla. m. and reach Grind Hav-n at 7:03 a. in., I I lery opposite this office.
of the ‘nobbiest.’ Go and see. 31-lf
and ttie afterno in train at 3:55 p.m. which reaches
Saldltn.
Grand Haven at 5:10 p. m.
L'loac connectionsmade at Alle'&n with G. R. A
ITAUPELL, 11., Maiiuraclurcr o! uuddealenu
Paintings and Chromes.
I. R. R. and L. S. A M. S lor Flaiuwell, KalamaHarness, Trunks, Saddles aud Whips;
zoo F't. Wayne, Cleveland, ua l points east.
Eighth street.
Mr. Mr. Schrier,of Kalamazoo, is disTicket-* to nil the principal cities in the West.
Tobiicci and Cigars.
South, an 1 Ea-t at popular prices.
playing for sale at the photograph gallery
''E KOI, I, HR, G. J., General dealer in Tobacco.
of B. P. Higgins a fine lot of paintings of
L Cigars, Snutl, Pipes, etc.; Eighth street.
his own make, which our people ought to

V

Jlircctont.

W^tchei aad Jew«iry.

damned mean

precisely the same thing

)

•

Haven.

B. C. Lkxtbnwoiith, Otn'l Freight Agent.

gasmen

are bonified and yet condemned and

The January issue of St. Nicholas, “Ihe
N«w
Year's number,” will be published
V Notary I'ubitc,Conveyancer, etc. Office, goods, hosiery, and notions, can always There are Ihousnndsof things as presented
Van Landcgcml'sBlock.
on
Tuesday,
December 28th, giving ll t
that man may tint believe and \et be not
be found at H. C. Akely & Co., at Grand
young people lime to forget a little Ihe
Physisunc.
only innocent, hut in some le^peeis praise17— If.
|>EST. R. B., PhyMician and Surgeon,has made
worthy. There are things staled in ways gloriesof ''the wonderful Christmas num13 the disease of Hie Flye. tar and Throat a
in which, if a man believe them, I am ber.’’ Among the contents are several
Well Fixed.
special study, office hours uigtht and day. on the
cor. of Eighth ana River sle., Holland. Mich. (My
sorry for him. I have heard the sover- capiial things which were crowded out of
Pencil writing may be fi.\e«l almost inDecember. “Hright Eyes,” the young
eignly of God presenlcd in a way that, il
MClIolIfEN, F. J., Physician and Acconcher.
VJ

Crand

As to the methods of being buill up, one to profit by the prospective benefits naturmay be built up by one thing and another ally accruing to the freightcarriersof the
by anoi her. Instrumentsmay vary great water-wayconsequent upon Hie reblood, and it gives new life and vigor to through a long range, but that is the one vival of trade. Ship builderssuddenly
the aged and infirm alvays. See “Pro- point that unites not only C’histendom, hut found themselves In great demand, ami
during the past winter, spring, and sumil is the universalinstinctof Hit* human
verbs” in other column.
--- ^
---race. So tln-n I stand in affiliationwith mer the sound of the ship carpenter’s hamOne of the finest and largest stocks of every church in Chtistendom. I don’t mer has waked the echoes in the shipladies and gouts’ boots, ami gaiters,can
yards ol Del roil, Springwells,Wyandotte,
always be lound at the large store of II. care for their pictorial eflecis. I don’t see
Hay City, Grand Haven, Mount Clemens,
them.
I
don’t
think
about
them.
From
(J. Akely A Co., at Grand Haven. 17— if.
the plainnessof the (Quaker to Ihe most St. Clair and Marine City, making music
Any kind of Men’s and Hoy’s Clothing gorgeous processionol Rome and all the for the disheartenedowners and humblo
cut and made to order accordingto the way down, if I see that all these in Iheir toilers alike, who for five years had but
latest styles. We have some very line varying degrees arc nitempling i" reach linle work to do. The present year has
goods. Cufl and see us at
that result I am brnlherlo every one ol been a good one for the Detroit Dry-dock
HR CASE’S CLOTHING HOUSE,
them. From this general view it is plain company, which corporationcontrols Hio
Main St., Zeeland,Mich. that unbeliefis not damnable. The Ro- shipyards in Detroit, Springwells and
man church says that these Ihings arc to Wyandotte. At the beginningof the year
Go to D. R. Mcengs for Mrs. Ficeman’s he received or the man is condemned or ihe dry dock company had contractsfor
New National Dyes. For brightnessand damned. (There are a great many people work amounting to fSOO.OOO,and other
durability of color are unequuled.Color, who do not object to my saying con e'laagcments since made will increase the
from 2 to 5 pounds. Price, 15 cents.
detuned, hut if I leave the ‘con ’ off they sum to a round 11(1,500,000.

readily to this great disease conqueror,
Si'OTT, i-iveryiandB.mrding
II stable.Fine rigs and good horses cun ul- Hop Hitters. It repairs the ravages of
w a vs be relied on. Un Fish street. u« nr Scott's disease by convertingthe food into rich

Chicago k West Michigan E. R.

go aud see before they buy all

their

man acceptedil,

he ought lobe damned.

I recollectdining a revival a minisler lalk

ing with

young woman convor’, said to

a

‘Madam are you willing to be
dunned for Hie glory of God?’ She was
her:

Indian girl, makes her

contribution to

first

charming story of Indian
child-life. There is an account of “The
literaturein u

Children's

Fan

Brigade,”another of ihe

novel entertain meats for children’s festi-

somewhat startled; it bad not ocenired to vals which have been suggested in ihe
lur in that way before. And my father, pages of St. Nicholas; “Every Boy His

who

was sitting

in the

pew

behind her, Own Ice-Boat,” describing

him: 'What ate you
woman?
‘ Whether she is willing to

said to

asking that sport for

‘
‘

Would you,
I

hope

so,’

be

damned

God,’ was the reply.
sir?

’

said

my

a splendid

new

skaters; the first of Mrs. Clara

Erskine Clement's “Stories of Art and

'

for Hie glory of

all

father.

was the reply.

Ariisls,”which are lo be one of ihe special
features ol 8l. Nicholasduring thecoming

R. Stockton’s funiest
poem by II. II. Boyesco,

yeir; oue of Frank
fairy stories, a

‘Then you ought lobe damned,’ said pictures grave and gay, continuationsof
the serials, elc., etc. The issue rivals tho
my fat her.
There arc many of the dogmas that I Christmasnumber in good things.

>REt MAN,UTTU Watchmaker, Jeweler, and Christmas presents. In ihe same gallery abhor; they are miserable, detestable,and
1) dealer in Fancy Goods; Corner of Market
cau be found for sale a large supply of damnable. I believe In the sovereignly
and Eigidh Street.
chromos and Christmas cards. Call and of God, not li.c imperial sovereignty hs ol
I

Attorneys.

OWARD, M.

I).,

Claim Agent, Attorneyand

Notary Fuhlic; River «iroet

VfCBKlDli. P. 11., Attorney and Counselor at
ivl Liw, and Proctor ia Admirilty. No. 11

see.
— -

tactics.

—

40-4

w

After Eight Long Years.

River btreet.

I. 0. of 0- F.

T>ARKS,

1

.11. Attorneyand Councclorat Law,
corner of Hirer aud r.igtuhstreets.

rpEN EYCK, J., Attorneyat Law and Collecting
J. Agent. Offlcein Kenyon Van Piuten’s bank
Eighth street.

!Ioi,i,4NDCItyLodge, No. 192,IndepcndentOrder
of Odd Fellows, holds Its regular meetings at Odd
Fellow's Hall, Holland Mich., on Tuesday Evening
of each week
Visiting brothers arecordiallyinvilcd.
Joun Hummkl, N. G.
Will II. Rooms, R. 8.

Birberi.

T\E GROUT,

barber. Hair cutting, shaving,
shampoonlng,hair-dyeing, etc., done at rea
•enable rates. Barber shop next door to the City

U

L.

Hotel.

I4.ly

Cotaliiion Msrehiit.

T)KACH BUG’S, CommissionMerchants, and

£>

dealers in Grain. Flour and Pro luce. Highost market price paid for whqat. Office in Brick
•tore cor. Eighth £ Fish streets,Holland, Mich. 17
Dl&tiit.

/"N EE, D. M., Dental Surgeon; residenceand
\JT office No. 42 Ninth atreet, next door to the
First Reformed Church.
Drug*

T'VOHSBURG.J.

ui

CalliUai.

O., Dealerin Drugs and Medlclues, Paints and Oils, Brashes.Ac. Pby•Uian'sprescriptionscarefullj
pat up: Eighth st.

U

\f EENGS,

F. 16 A. M.
A Regular Commnnicaiionof Unitt

There

are

a great many men who think

llini they are not believer* in ( hri.-limiiiy,

may not believe in ihe
of the churchmen, but in

C. C. Jacobs, 78 Folsom Street, Buflalo, hut they are; they

magazines,namely, reprint a serial story
which has already run through six numbers of another American magazine.

The

serial of Mrs. Burnett, “A Fair

which is announced for tht
an employee of the U. S. Express Co. Christianity
“Midwinter Number,” is said to be altosays: Dr. Thomas’ EclectricOil cured God’s definition of it they are believers.
gether the brightest and most amusing
him of a severe case of Piles of 8 years Many aud many a man lliinka hiimelf an
this popular author has ever writteu.
standing, having had tried almost every infidel who is no more an infidel than I
Il will oocupy two or three numbers
known remedy, “besides two Buflalo am, for I am called an infidel because I
Barbarian,”

only of Scribner’s, tho first Installment
but the Oil don’t believe in things that he calls religcovering about twenly-threepages. It
cured him; he thinks il cannot be recom- ion. The direst and worst argument for
has been printed already iu six numbers
mended too highly. Sold by D. R. Meengs, infidelity is Ihe church al large. We rail
of another magazine,with a large circulaat Voltaire, but he was more nearly ChrisHolland Mich.
tion, but with an entirely different circle
tian than the priests and teachers about
A large stock of Ready Made Clothing
At Brusse’s ClothingStore, in Zeeland, him, and there have been periods of the of readers.
can always be found at Brusse’s Clothing there is just received an immense variety world when infidelity was a great deal
Gen. McClellad will leave the gubernaHouse in the Village of Zeeland, and will of fall and winter goods, which are made more Christian than belief was. At prestorial
chair early in January next, and will
be sold at greatly reduced rates for the up according to the latest styles, and at ent tho church is full of men who have
shake
the sand of Jersey from off hit feet
next 60
81 -tf
lowest
31-tf.
let go of old beliefs; this church is full of
and retiie to Gramercy park, Kav York,
them, I am full of this opinion, and all
A brar weighing two hundred and fifty
for the winter. Miss May McClellan,his
A
full
Assortment of Spectacles for the churches are full of it. Men are letpounds was shot only a mile from East
only daughter, will make her first appearold and young, of different qualities,in- ting go a great many things, but they aie
Tawts, a week ago.
ance in society this winter.
cluding for weak eyes and near sighted; not vital things— they are Instruments.
For Crockery aud Glassware go to M. also thermometors and Weather Indicators, It is better to be called ao infidel and
To be happy at home is the ultimate reLodoe,

Physicians,”without

relief;

No. 191, F. £ A. M.. will he held at Masonic Hali,
Holland,Mich., on Wednesday evening, Jan.
13, at? o’clock. sharp.
H. C. Matrau.W.M.
D. L. Boro, Sec'v.

d^s.

D. R., Drag Store. Fine Dmgs, Med- Huizeoga ft Co., they beat
icines,Fancy Goods, Toilet Articles andPercity.
famcriea. River street.

A1

kings, but Ihe true sovereignlyof love.

-

Scribner’s Monthly is about to do a
thing perhaps without precedent in our

rates.

them all in the cheap
34-3

at
tn

J. 0.
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DOESBURG.

train with

and

God

than to be called orthodox sult of all ambition; the

end to which
-*&in#n,

train with the devil. Chirslianity is every enterprise and labor tends.

el. Henry waa uninjured. Schooley
aud Buckinghamwill probably die .....

loDWtll fitg
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shot and killed Philiu Rval, at the house of

lo.Stcrrett,editor of thc

•

|

7^,^.

C. f“end9 abont thc

Kyal

18

«*“
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forruatlon(,f hlH

abinet’
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young

Hoi to-

—

broken up by a Boston linn
Diphtheriaprevails in Buffalo to such an extent that the public schools in one section of
the city have been cloned.

An

engine of the Reading railroad
By an

—

of Bradford, Pit., put

a can containingthirty-seven pounds of nitro-

had

liquefy it.

a tub of
An explosion fol-

congealed, into

lowed, and Magee was blown to atoms ____ Three
men, John Shea, ChesterMorse and J. Bruce,

;

while attempUng to cross the Boston and

train, and all instantly killed ..... Hamilton and Griffith, two iron-workers of
Pittsburgh,claim to have discovered a process
by which they can manufacture tine- grade iron,
now costmj about >,1U0 per ton, at a cost of yjn.
Tneir process will be given a trial in a Pittsburgh mill ____ Henry Ostrander, a young man of
residing at Utica, N. Y..

became jt-al-

of Jacob

1

in

their bed, Joseph Snyder, who

'

3

half-breeds.
The males outuumoer the females by 1.401 ____
By the explosion of a holier in Dodge s shoe
factory, at Newburyport,Mass., three employes
were killedajid several slightlyinjured ____ The
RailroadCommissioners ui Ma’ssachusetts have
refused to permit the erection of elevated roads
in Boston
Two men lost their lives during a
snow-storm near lU-d Bank, N. J.
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graphing, etc., for tho Government of

sorry for it

Mr. Bland— And you have good reason why.
[Laughter.]
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nent citizen of Hart county,Ky., wax murdered protection, baa resolved to enroll volunteersto | Until Iw could do so, he should “ shut up." He hiid
in his barn by two young colored men, broth- j guard Boycotted
In that campaign arraigned tlw Republicanparty,

perxonx.

were

ors, named Campbell. Tho murdorerx
arrested, one of them made a confession, aud
mob hu„B thorn to th
nearetit

a
tree.

am
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ployed ; Germany, £200,000,000 ; and
France £240,000,000.

When the baby cries for “ bread ” it
is the most natural tiling in tiie world
for tho mother to give it a rock.
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CHICAGO.

i

the
a

tlio

United States for tlio fiscal year ending Juno

lar, driftedinto

Tv « Billiard mnteh at T,uri« fnr tin.
arraigned it to-day He repudiated the ideiid
Ls 11 blllmr,1 ,Uiltl h at 1
f°r tl,(!
^ruttc party
<
championelup of the rvorld and *2,000, betwin |
I he South Carolina Legislaturehas passed a . Viguaux, of France, and Slosson, of New York, ] fished in the New York Star, and which be believed
—
very stringent law against dueling. Any [H-r- the former was victorious. The game was 3,000
in the name handwriting as the Morey letter,
son who is proved to have sent or accepteda : points, and lasted five davs, GOi) points being | Mr- Bland asked Mr. Weaver aliout hia reputod
challenge shall be disfranchisedforever,and pU.vod each dav. The Aiiierican maintained a ' Hlt‘Tvlew d,,rl"8 tbe ^mpaign with Jay Hubliell,
,THE WEST.
maybe impnaontd for two years. Killing a j handsome lead' the second, third and fourth StteIUan °f the Co,'«re8,‘iou'11 Krt»ublican Cornv. « •
j
The venerable Rev. Hooper Crews person in a duel is defined willful murder, and davs of the contest, and would probably have „
legislatorsare obliged to pledge themselveswon the match but for a grossly infair
charee^tlic*^!^ of SaU^r?
died last week at Oregon, 111. Dr Crews was
against dueling ....A radnmd collision on the 0f the umpire. As it was. the Frenchman came , on d. D. Lnm, who, he said, had sold out to
one of the oldest Methodistsin the country, Mobile and Uluo railroad, at State Line, Ala., out 45 points ahead, amid great excitement ____ > both the Republican and Democratic parties,
and had for nearly fifty years devoted his time resulted in tbe death of an engineer and throe 1 a detachmentof the Ninety-fourthBritish ! »nd l*oth parties were cheated when they
bought him. He did not charge inconaUtj regiment, consisting of 250 men. was attacked
and energies to work in the Rock River Con- passing
eney upon the Democratic party itself, but
ference, and m the vicinityof Chicago.He
Another friglttfulrailroad accident is I ^ 1,10 ^rs wln,e u,‘ dicir way from Lynden- on its leader*— on tiie men who run with the hound*
. ,
, burg to Fectona,m the Transvaal,and 120 of »:id held with the bare. These were the men whom
was Loru April 17, 1S07, iu Barren county,Ky.,
and consequently at the tune of Ins de- reported from South Carolina. Ihe second them were killed, and the others were made he deeircd to hold up to public condemnationas becease was more than 73 years old ____ sectionof a freighttrain on the Air line ran prisoners. Tho Boers are greatly elated at ing unworthyto lead the oppositionto the Republican
J. L. Ayers, a prominent citizen of Sidney, into some cars which had become detached I their success ---- Many Jews residing in Berlin .tarty, which sought to-'fasteuon to tfie countrythe
Ohio, has been arrested on a charge of forging from the first section. Three passengers in av0ld appearing
public localities, Britidh system of a perpetual debt
Mr. Rparka got the floor, and alluded to a circumschool bonds to the amount of £20,iM8) or the caboose were killed, one ot them being Many families are preparmg to emigrate
$30,000 — Fourteen Chinese lepers have been burned alive,and one was senouslv injured ____ to Belgium, Franco and England. ... itance that had occurredduring the intorruptiona
shipixxl from San Francisco to their native Judge Berov Walker, of Mobile,Ala., ex-Mem- Lmitlim advices report that Great Britain is between Mowsra. Weaver, Bland, and others, in
which Mr. Weaver had need an offensive term to
laud, at the instance of the authorities.
her of Congress,is
| preparing for grave events in Ireland. “The hl (th
wmit on ln a
J movement of troops has excited a very uneasy SiTur^ m.unc! to "x^ule t^ oTensil; rem.fkt
A number of persons interest wh! in the
feeling. It is generallybelievedthe Govern- j arisingfrom a miaunderrtanding
on Mr. Weaver’.
building of a canal from Hennepin to Rock
Ry flip pnmiyinrr of llip Lurk Vile mcI*t possessesinformationwarrantingthe u]>- i part of what he (Hparku had said to call it out.
’ prehension of danger. Tho Governmenthas j Mr. \VeMer repliedIn the name tone of pleasantry
Island, to connect the Illinoisand Michigan
from Quebec for Cardiff, eight mon were made very complete preparationsfor any cen- and good humor, declining to take offenseat what
canal with the Upper Mississippi river,assomtingency. Immense supplies of provisions, Mr. Rparka had said, and intimating that no one
bled in Chicago last week, discussed tthe pro- drowned and two died after being rescued ____
tents and other campaigningrequisitshave could venture to Insult him Intentionallyby axcritv
ject at length, and appointed a comm
......
.
The
Supreme
Court
of
Ohio
has
decided
that
a
ing falsehood to him without feelingthc force of his
committev to
been stored in the centrni depots." ____ Tho (>\ eaver’s) right arm. [Laughter and uproar.]
draft a memorial to be presented to Congress. telephone company cannot lawfully disPresident-electof the Swiss republic lately
Mr. Rparka, on hearing the latter remark, changed
corpo— The committee of three Senators ap|)omted criminate against any person
hia tone from one of pleasantryto one of anger, and
by the Wisconsin Legislature last win- ratiou in putting up its instruments ... committed suicide by shootinghimself.
: “ I apum with contempt the reach of hia arm.
ter to investigate the management of Northern Virginia has been visitedby the seAn attempt was made to murder two said
The reach of hia arm would affect mo ax littleax it
the Hospital for the Insane at Madison Hud the vi rest snow-storm experiencedin that section
election."
ladies,mother and daughter,in Monasterbence, affectedthe last Presidential
management of the institution extravagant, for twenty-fiveyears. Snow foil for thirtyMr. Weaver (atill in a Joculartone)— Well, that wax
County
Louth,
Ireland.
The
shot
missed
its
the officers incomimtentor dishonest,ami the three hours. Travel was completely stopped,
sufficient.Does not the gentleman oee that he ought
accountspoorly kept
. By the giving wav of a
and trees were broken down by the weight of mark, and tho would-be assassin fled, tho never to open hia mouth at all when he ia excited7—
younger
lady
securing
his
gun
____ Two gum
never, never ! He apurna the reach of my arm 7 Ho
pulley in the ceiling of Strong’s marble- works, the snow. The storm extended into Now York,
boats have arrived at Dublin. Bonce Jones can do so. 1 n Ihe temper I am now in he can do bo.
in Cleveland, John Berry #and Hiram Win- New Jersey, and New England.
I
would not hurt a hair of hia head. [Laughter.
has been threatened with death, and anybody
chester were killed.
The newest Canadian railway scheme working for him or furnishinghim with sii]>- Hia apology waa ample, and I accept It. Rut I cau* The Graud Jury at Salt Luke, com- is incorjiorated under the name of tho Atlantic plies is promised the same fate. Many of tne tion him agaiuat tho further uae of the term
“ falsehood" or “ lie." That, in Kentucky,ia reposed of nine Mormons and six Gentiles, not- and Northwestern,with a capital stock of $5,- jurors summoned for the state trials have garded, I believe, aa a “ lick " or a blow, and, even
been
securely
“Boycotted,”
and
failed
to if I was not ax large ax a mouse. I would assailany
withstanding a pointed charge in regard to 000,1*00. The termini will be some point on tho
polygamous marriages, has returned no indict- Atlantic coast within the Dominion aud a port respond when their names were called.... man wbo would apply such a term.to me offensively.
meuta. The disciplesof Bngham Young hold on Lake Superior, by way of Ottawa aud Mon- Thirty-sevenHome-Rnlemembers of tho British The gentleman has alluded to my weight, but I warn
Parliament held a council iu Dublin, and re- him that my fightingweight is 185 pounds.
balance
power
Idaho, treal.
Mr. fiparks—Does tho gentleman say that I used
solved to oppose every Government refusing
Wyoming, and Arizona, and aro gainThe Mexican Government has detailed just demands by tho Irish people. The horses the word “falsenood 7”
ing
firm foothold in Montana ____
Mr. Weaver— 80 I understood.
The Pacific flouring-miUat St. Louis, a six- two engineers, throe staff officers, aud a were detached from ParneU's carriage, and tho Mr. Hparks— Oh, no; yours was certainlythe first
story stone structure,occupying a quarter physician to accompany Capt. Eads in his vehicledrawn through tho streetsby the offensiveword.
Mr. Weaver (still good-humoredly)—
We are all
block, has been reduced to ashen. One miller surveying tour over the Isthmus of Tehaun- people — An explosionof fire-dampoccurred
hi a collier}’ near 8t. Etienne, France,while tho right now.
escaped with his clothes in flames, and Fire- tepec.
miners wore at work. Several of then) were
Mr. Rparka— You mlannderatood me. I said that
man Carroll lost his life. The loss was $75,000.
you were stating what was not true, and that you
The oflices of the following newspa- killed.
A committee of the Chicago Board of pers were burned ou Christmas eve : Summit
were wautiug in the qualities of a gentleman InN onr
failure to remedy It. [Excitement and confusion.]
Trade, which was appointedscftne time ago to
That wax all that there waa of it, but It waa devel(Miss.) Sentinel, Bnrke ville (Va.) Sentinel, OgCONGRESSIONAL SUMMARY.
oped at the last electionthat you wanted those quallseek out new quarters for the board, have re- densburg (N. Y.) Advance, Norway (Me.) AVtfl
ported in favor of the erection of a new Cham- Religion, and Summit (Miss.) fame*. The
A bill as introducedin the Senate to author*
Mr. Weaver (now thoroughly angered and excited)
ber of Commerce on the vacant tract lying be- office of the DetroitFvee Press was . slightly
U« tho Issue of greenbacks upon depositsof gold) —I denouncethe gentleman personallyas a liar, on
tween the Graud Pacific Hotel aud the Rock damaged by fire, and Editor A. M. Colliding, of
by Mr. Beck, on Tuesdsy, Dec. 21; one by Mr! the floor of the House.
Island depot.... Dr. Schooley and a dentist tho Socorro (New Mexico) Sun, wax brutalMr. Rparka (equallyexdted)— You are a scoundrel
named Henry had a disputeat New Alexandra. ly murdered by Mexican desperadoes..., Saunders, to establish an aasay office at Deadwood, and a villain.
and
by
Mr.
Ingalls,
a
n^asure
for
the
admission
of
Jefferson county, Ohio. A farmer named WilliamL. Royal, late of Richmond, Va., now
Mr. Weaver thereupon, amid great uproar, left tho
Buckingham interfered.Schooley drew his re- of New York, is to issue through E. J. Hale A New Mexico. The Vice President submitted a letter place where ho was standing,and advanced menacingly toward Mr. Sparks, who In hia turn moved tovolver and shot Buckingham in the head. Son, of New York, a reply to Tourgee’s “Fool’s from tbe Recretary of the Interior,calling for $18,ward Mr. Weaver, but both were immediately surHenry then beat Schooley with a shov- Errand.”.
A ChrLtmus party of six, return- 800,900as an additlo ual petition appropriation ab- roinldtxl by members, who prevented them getting
.

actual expenditureou

!

hand

the

was insta'ledas pastor of the Fourth Univorsalist Church of New York ..... The total population of the State of Vermont is 332, 2Mi.
The foreign-bomcitizens number only
40.4%. There s.r* 1,043 colored per-

Indians, and

shows U10

r«*|>ort,

“Adam

refused the hand of thendaughter by his victims, and thought
to possess her after their death.....
Rev. Dr. Edwin H. Chapin, one of the most
eloquent and gifted clergymen iu the United
States, died in New York on Sunday. He l.egan his pulpit labors in Richmond, and m l.MiH

6

r, .

who r

boarded iu their family, was lynched for the
crime by a mob. He made a detailedconfession,from which it apjieared that he

sons,

nual

account of priuting, binding, engraving,litho-

.

,

Gogle

had been

“Mr. Bland inquired for yhat Presidentialcandidate Weaver luui voted in 1W8.
Mr. Weaver— For Rutherford B. Hayes, and I am

m ‘

$50,000. a

...

and wife, residing near Bethlehem, Pa., having
been found

Ga

bruised.
rn , •

ouk of his brother George, because tin ir little
sisterCarrie caressed the latter. He spit tobacco juice into the girl s face, and. on being remonstrated with by George, shot the latter
dead.

The mutilated bodies

Secretary of the Treasury,aud that Blaine, of

The discussion,which was very noisy and irregu- 3.'), 1880, ns executed at tho Govenunent
too question as to tho responsibility Printing Office,amountedto $2,884,750. 'Iho
for demonetization, and the credit for remonetizavalue of the stock on hand at Uto end of tho
tion orisilver, thc Democrats castingdiscredit on the
fiscal year was $34,798.
lb-publicansfor the former, and claiming for themDuring the second session of the Forty-sixth
selves the credit for the latter.
Congress there wen* printed for the Senate l.i»4'J
Mr. Reagan asked Mr. Weaver to state categoribills and joint resolutions, 216 executivedocucally whether he was iu favor of paying tho public
meiitx, 104 iniscellaneoiis
documents,?2fi io|Kirta
debt in greenbacks.
Mr. Weaver replied that thc Greenbackparty pro- of committceH,tiftirn resoluUons, and liveconlideutinl documents. For the House there
posed not to v iolateany contract existing between
the Government and its bondholders.
were printed 3,808 bills and jouit resoMr. Reagam— That is exactly what the Democratic lutions, ninety executive documents, fortyAdditional particulars of the accident! i**'4 to 1,0 o{ a ver>’ t*n8afcionalcharacter. The party said after .he passage ot the law of IhC.'J.
seven miscellanwiusdoeumenta, nine resoluon tl» CaroiiuaOntral railroad »how that the i «o'n. has summoned fifty or more *Unessos.
Mr. Buckner asked Mr. Weaver when he had left tions, and 1.703 rejnirtsof committoes. During
! including several stenographerswho reported
the Republican party.
loss 9f life was much greater than was at first {|l(, ^p(i**hes of the traversers.The traversMr. Weaver replied that he had left it In 1877, just Ihe year there was received from sftl»*s of docuwhen the gentleman(Buckner)was stumping his ments, records, waste impel, etc,, $155,403,
h apposed. Five men were killed outright or
ers. on their jiurt, have subpeenaed all the
burned to death in the debris of the train, clerks of the peace, and summoned them to district in favor nt substitutinggieonhucks for na- which has lieen dcjio-iteu in the treasury. Retional-bank notes.
garding the enlargement of the baBdiiig,Detwo were seriously injured, and one slightly produce the books of the County Chairfreessays: “ 'I he enormous increase *f pubMr. Warner sent to the Clerk's desk and had read
from 1844. and specify all the ejectlic printing and binding is such ax to require
ment d.rrees for nou-navmellt of
1
fr"m 11,0 Bulfpemlent Republican platThE burning of three stores rn Cor- ‘V.
rCl ,
u. ri.
fonn in l.vW, in favor of greenback currency. Rh.l of
the enlargement of the building in which tho
The first spiral tunnel
the St. Gothard
inK lnk.r;,t
j ^
^hert. lhe
work is done. Th< re is not half room enough
s.cana, Texas, caused a loss exceeding the
line, in Switzerland,has been completed.It bomi* »<« provided,
to store the printed matter ns the pruning prosuranceby
is 1,000 meters, and was Ixired through granite
groxses.Fifty thousand copies of the last anA THRILLING tragedy occurred in
entirelyby
Ireland is garmonea by; th^/but thu: the Rcput‘iicLsh“ d
nual rejsirt of theComiiiisKioner
of Agriculturo
. 30,000 troops and patrolled bv 12,000 policerk-ht
have Ixren printed, but, for want of storage
smoking-car on the Iron Mountain railway at men.
; «
t0 Mr. Weavcr*a B1)ec(.hall(1 Faill
the printing of the remaining 280,000copies
NeeleyriHe, Mo. As Conductor Welch entered
A CABLE dis.,atcll announces the .loath thst that gentleman hail shown his animus in at- lias been suspendo 1 until the edition of 50,000
tacking the Democrats, the only friends which that
tho Bmokiug-car he waa met bv a man
,
now printed can be bound and delivered.
gentleman had bad in the House. [Loud lai ghter
covered him with a revolver, ordering him to m I'0»don'at the a6e of 60
of (,tor«e
on the Republican side.] He referredto the charge Other public documents are delayed for tho
stand aside. The man then pushed Welch off Eliot, the English novelist, who in May last made against Mr. Weaver in the last campaign that 8:itne reason. As an evidence ot ihe inereaso
the platform, and. turning, 'fired into the was maim d to John Walter Cross. She was a he was acting in Uie interest of tiie Republicans,and of work in this office, the number of blanks
crowded ear several times. He then jum]>ed to brilliantconversationalist, and had thoroughly said that ids action then correspondedwith his printed during the fiscalyear eudmg June 30,
the ground aud disappeared in the adjoining mastered seven foreign languages.Her great- speech to-day.
1871*, exceeded those printed during tho
woods. When Welch gained his feet and re- | est works were
Bede " and "Daniel
Mr. Weaver tried to Interrupt Mr. Bland, assertprevious year by 30,854,933,
blank
entered the car he found the passengerster- Deronda,” and her earnings by her pen were in ing thai his statement was not true.
IsHiks by 120,51*1, and tho increase of
Mr.
B
and
declined
to
yield,
and
went
on
charging
ribly excited, and nearly all hidden under i excess of ^JO.OOU.
blanks printed during the fiscal year ending
Mr. Weaver with inconsistencyand bad faith. Ho
the seats. Stretchedin the center of
Tiie introduction of the Land League assertedthat all the reform that had taken place re- June 30, 188(1, over those* printed during 1879
aisle was Dr. J. H. Payne, of Carroll,
is 25,454,886, and of blank books 94.195. Tho
oeiitiy in financial matters had come from the Demowas mortally wounded,
gasped 111 hie North of Ireland has stirred up the ten- cratic party. The Republicanparty might, by its increaseof work during the first quarter of the
faintly
killed.” 1*. P. Jones, of ant-right borderers, an organizationhaving the assessment of officeholders, and by corruption and presentfiscalyear, as shown by requisitions
Beaver county, Pennsylvania,lay across same general objects in view, and they are U*- fruud, succeed in imtling down the grand old Dem- from the Executive Department, too reds that
his seat, with
streamingcoming very active. 'The Protestant fanners fs'i atic party which stood for the rights and liberties of the last fiscal year during the sumo time by
of the peop:e,butsooner or later [several Republicans,
from a wound in the arm. His wife, in an op- are determined iu their opposition to the move25 per oenL”
"LnU rl ''] reform would cune, not through the Boposite seat, wax wounded in the head. Both ment ____ The Emperor of China has consented
publicans or Greeubackers, but through the Demowill die. it is thought. Two other persons were to the construction
of a telegraph line from crats.
Great Britain and Ireland have £500,wounded, but not fatally. The assassin is un- Shanghai to Tientsin, a distance of 1.200 mile-,
Mr. Weaver repliedto Mr. B'and, and challenged 000,000 employed in railway undertakknown,
, ,and the cause of the shooting is ____ The Grand Orange Lodge of In land, hav- him to quote one word that he (Weaver) hail said in
ings ; America 1ms £1,200, 00$, 000 emshreudou in mystery
31 r. Gardner, a jiroun- j tug receiveda largo number of requests for the last campaign in favor of the Republicanparty,

’
T

Albany railroad track iu a wagon
at Natick, Mass., were struck by a

21) years,

which existediu the committee of tin; \WioH* \ esterday, I used language that I well knew to lx* in conflict with tho rules of the House. I do not on this
The Spark*Altercation.
occasion feci disposed to speak nf the part
[AswK-iatett Press Report]
taken In this confusion by other gentlemen <>f the
Mr. Weaver made a humorous speech,arraigning muse. I know that my languagewas iu conflict
the Democraticuarty for inconsistencyon the finan- with the rules and unparliamentary.
Tn this House
cial queetion, amt stating that the party, in its State I feel that I owe an ap.logy, and I hen-by tend.r it.
anil nationalplatforms,encamped every four years
Ou motion tho mutter was dropped—yeas, 104
on ground where thc Republicans had encamped najH, 44«
four years before. Ho was frequently Interrupted
by Messrs. Reagan, Warner, Finley,Bland and othTiie Government Printing (Xfice.
ers, and his replies to them were receivedwith laughter on flic Republican aide.
John D. Dcfroes,Public PriuttT, iii his an-

1

ing that the latterhas closed Ins days in prison,
at Sing Bing, dying of a gastric affection.

warm water to

Mr. Hparks— During the great confusion(and I
am warranted in saying that it was a great confusion)

An adjournmentto Jan. 5 followed.

•

:

were piled up in a heap fifty feet below. Mail eaofidenoe.
Agout David Bloom and a pa-seuger named S.
FOIIEIGX.
W. Goodsou were disabled and subsequently
All
lectures linve been suspended by
burned to death ____ David J. Carter, an old and
respected citizen of Elizabethtown, Ky., was the university authorities iu Moscow, in conseshot and probably mortally wounded by “Bud , qlu.nce of thc agitation among the students ____ '
Harrington,another old and resoectable citi- | France.Germany and Austria have practicallv
zen. Carter’s son then shot and killed Harring- derided that the Greco-Turkishdifticuitvmust
ton. The trouble grew out of a lawsuit.... he settled bv arbitration.The Greeks do not
Gaspar Tochman, who partictnatedm the | iiko tljiH idea, as they think it will not result in
Polish revolutionof 1H30, and who served in advantage to themselves ____ An Irish tenant
the Confederate array during the civil war, fanner named Mullen lias been murdered near
rising to the rank of Brigadier General, has Hollvmouut. Six men shot him from behind a
just died in Spottsylvaniacounty, Ya. He was j wa]1; This crime did not grow out of the land
in his 85th year ..... Ex-Attorney General Ak- troubles.
erman died last week at his home, in Garters, ... T • i i
ville
I he trial of tho Irish traversers proni-

explosionof giant-powder cartridges on
the track of the Lehigh Valley railroad, two
men were killed and two others injured
Those who recallthe annoyance inliictodujwm
Rev. Dr. Dix, of New York, last winter, by
“Gentleman Joe.M will be interested in learn-

glycerine. which

time, that James F. Wilson, of Iowa, is to he

on the Car-

Ma.ue, Fillev of Missouri.Hitchcock,of Nc(#l,a CentraIrallroad ,,roke throu«h “ bA-stle- hraskflt Jluutt) of Colorado, and Morton, of
work near Lincoluton,N. C., and the coaches 1 New York, are regarded by Gen. Garfield with

exploded near Palo Alto. Pa., killingthe engin-

c|ose

Weaver

to be

men.

entire passenger train

‘,ruw*of Tuesday, anil offered a resolution for the
expulsion of Messrs.
Mr.
the offenders
required to

h‘s

spent, having recently been sold for $55,000, is

Albert Magee,

Mo

esk to be excused.

1

now being

—

Apologetic.
Mr. Bowman offereda resolutionin tiie Houee of
Reproxeutativeedeclaring that, for green breach of
the privileges,
peace, and decorum of the House,
Messrs. Weaver and Hparks be enpeUed. Mr.
Lane offered as a substitutea resolutionto the effect
tluitihe two members be permitted to make uu aiwlogy, which was adopted.
Mr. Weaver—Of course, there can he no two opinions as to the necessityand propriety of an aixil. gy
for what took place yesterday to tiie Houk*. No one
regretstho occurrence mqre deeply than 1 do myself.
I know that It le very rarelhat 1 ever lose my temper at all, either In public deoato or |iovuto life. I
10 do "o yesterday, and I can
onl) say to the House-what is understood by every
member and the country-that the language used by
mo yesterday was wholly unjustifiableunder the
rulre of the Heuseand under the proprietyof the do
bate, and that it was entirely out of arter. Iain
not only wilUug, but anxious, to sa*- to the House
I
sorry
used such language

'I

commenced the affray by firing at McAdams 0iwt 1ms not vet decided upon anything
with a pistol, when the latter replied with a definitely, it ‘seems
iindershot-guuwith instantaneousfatal result. Both stood among those who have enjoyed his
parties were well-known and highly-connected society of late that Ohio is to be skipped this

two brakemen

batants had been removed by their reepoottvefriends,
and there was no danger of their aeaaiWtingeach
other. After tho disorder had eubeidod, Mr. Covert
resumed the chair, the commlttoe rose, aud the
Home adjourned.

,also

C.

AtHawesville, Kv„ Churl,, McAdams

ken, N. J., upon which millions have been

eer, a conductor and

but in the midst of it the Speaker took the chair,
and called upon the Sergeant-at^Arme
to do hir,
duty. Just then, however,there was nothing iu
particular to be' done by that offlceul,as the com-

I

Imtnf
I. , .ITI('\I«
, .
_

test.
SOUTH.

25!*6|37;28;29j3o|3i

WEEKLY NEWS REVIEW.

An

b)ll

greatest coufualon and disorder prevailed on tho floor and In tiie ga'leriaa,

of my last remarks in reply to toe gentleman
from Missouri (Mr. Bland), and was wholly uuex1‘‘u “t tbo >bne. I thought that the
liiiuur
holidays, the
agitators
whole difficulty was settled. I do not wish to raise
Detroit have secured the arrest of twouty of E**rd themselvesas the greatest sufferers by the ; leaver then expressedhis sorrow at having a question ns to who was to blame -not nt all. I say
the most wealthy and influential saloon-keep- withdrawalof Gov. Foster from the Senatorial| used such language on the floor of the House. Mr. that, whether I was to blame or he was to blame, or
ers, as a practical
i contest, orders for rooms fur headquartershav- j ^‘“'ks said he owed an apologyto the House, and
we were both to blame, the conduct was u* justifiable,
and I apologize for my part of it to the House. I
THE
j i.ig bveu countermand^!.

’3,

The famous Stevens battery, at

J„„B0

1*01
\
' V
Weaver and Sparks.
Mctho law ot Michigan forbidding the sale of The landlords of Columbus', Ohio, re- Lane proposed that
be
on
temperance
of ,
. .
... make an apology to the House. Mr
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quarters,and made them put on their coat*,
which each woe in the act of taking off aa he advanced into the area. Of course, the
to cl“"«

Hwnyne will retire from the Supreme , to amend the National Banking law, by providing
render. Allison left Sitting Bull at the
mouth of Milk river, with insiructious not to bench in a few days, and that Justices Hunt that the banking associationmaking the required
and Clifford will soon follow him. The Hon. depositof bonds in the treasuryshall lie entitled to mat
am
in the presence of tho House, and I
The\ji^^unmd of ^ic^o
passed th^ordi-i I fJtaillt'.v Mathews, of Ohio, is expected to be
n-uire nroliibitiiiL* the hale ot ImtteriiiM m- JusticeSwaviies successor, aud Attorney Geu- r:,,1,1' 1 u,e P*r va,uo CI Uic Ikhh s. Ibe make my apology humbly to the House.
nance proliiblUlig tUc salt ot butterin-' ot urnl Deveus'of Maakachusetts the successorof ' 111 ‘
^ r,‘Poal Ul° Provision of Such conduct is wholly unjustifiable.I feel that as
ok-omargannefor the geinune articleof
Banking act which limits the circulaMou deeply as any body else, certainly. I wish to say,
ter ____ Survevs are being made for the yj. Justice t h fiord.
.ComnnsM^ucrIaj Due has j 0f banks organized since 1870 to $mooo. further,that I had Ininie myself through a long
Louis, Jersovville and Springfield railroad, i completed arrangementsfor an experimental he Senate then adjournedfor the holidays, in running debate,as I thought, with good humor, and
which it is proposed to COiist-llct uext vear at t'‘u ffinn- two miles from Summerville,S.
; the House*,Mr. Bowman alluded to the disgraceful
the offensive languagewas used ju* before the

2| 3
9 10

16.

n

1

The soldiers in the Quebec (Canada)
married iu a few days. Soott was appointed
ProvisionalGovernor of South Carolina by citadel have had fifty rounds of ball cartridge two houses assemblein February In the House
chamber to count the electoral votes, but the
President Johnson, and afterwardelected Gov- served out to them, double sentries have been
uiemliers refused to consider It ' Fernando
ernor
placed on the walls, and every precaution taken Wood urged the necessityof passing the
Whln tliejUte Commissioners returned to guard against surprise. It is reportedthat funding bill before the holiday recess,and
tha House went Into committee of the whole
to Los Ihnos.TTomDenver, they found 1,400 an imperial spy has been there and has left for thereon,when Measrs. Weaver, Bland, and
Montreal on his way to the United States. His Mills statedUist they would oppose immediate action
savages waiting to receive their installments missionis to ascertain the strength and posiover)- possiblemeans. In the prolongeddebate
of $27 each. Just after the silver was dis- tion of the Irish , iu America and the move- by
which f clowed,Mr. Weaver denounced Mr. Rparka
bursed,a white man arrived with Uie body of ments of the Land Leaguers.
as a liar, and the latter retortedthat the Groenbacker
Johnson, the Indian who was killed by the
was a scoundrel and a villain.Each then advanced
WA.NSIl.WrO*.
freighter, Jackson,and for two days the
toward the other, each attempting to remove Ida
enda burned them from the chamber.
The llrst volume of the history of the | coat, but frien
wildest demonstrations of rage were made,
when the Commissionerstied to Denver, war, which ia being gotten up under the ana- ! Mr. Morgan called up hia resolutionof last
which they reached after a rough trip ____
pices of the War Department,has been pub- ! June on the electoralcount, and spoke at length
A dispatch rom Fort Buford says that Scout
Halted. It deals with the events preceding the I thereon,in the Senate on the 23d lust. Mr. Windom
Allison has arrived there with Crow King, the
leading soldier of Sitting Bull's camp, and tiring on Fort Sumter, which ended in secession. ; introduced a bill for the erection of a postoflke at

Creeper,a cousin of Sitting Bull, both noted
chiefs, as delegatesfrom Sitting Bull to hold a
1 council with Maj. Brotherton, so as to make
some definite settlement about the sur-

910

10

aohitely

i

19. -O

3
9

mini red for the current year. The bill decreasingthe time during which Territorial Legislatures may remain in session from forty to thirty
days psssed. The nomination of Judge Wooda to
the Supreme bench was con limed, but waa reconeidcrod,and the Senate adjourned leavingthe matter
unfinished.The House was informed by Mr.* Hawley that Connecticuthad transmitted for the
portrait gallery an oil painting of Jonathan Trumbull. Mr. Robeson introduced a reaolutlonthat tha

log to their horae from a friend'd house near
Lucan, Ont., whilecronBinga railway track in
j R. K. Soott, formerlyGovernor of South Caroa wagon, were htiuck by a patwing train, and
i Una, killed yf.’Q. Drury, a drug clerk, at Nafour of the party— Jamou MeOratli, hia wife,
Matthew McGrath and Ellen Wake — wore
1 poleon, Ohio. The latter had secreted Scott’s
son, who was intoxicated,in his bedroom at killed. A child 13 months old was badly inthe store, and refused to let the father enter jured.
and take him home. Drury was to have been

j
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HOLLAND CITY. MICHIGAN.
MICHIGAN

1,689

4,741

.

.

4,443
11,810

2. Orest floods in England and Franco.
3. I’amoil aud Dillon arrive at New York.
31,684
13,879
4. A Gypsy camp w found in Prussian Uilesu,
9,049
with eleven personssitting around the remain*
25,268 of a tiro frozen to death.
27,681
5. By a tire at East Turner Hall, Now York
3,163
oily, live persona lose their livoe.

11,964

29,193
28,376
4.7M2
6,059

................
.

1,259
62,671

6,415
1,813

25.
The

25,140
5,031

46,084
20,329
1,496

28,305

3,4!H)

30,111

Company

19,375

8,758
38,082
8,360

The Michigan Central Company

St. Clair ......... ...... 46.197
St. Joseph ......... ...... 26,626
Tuscola ...........
\ an Huron ........ ...... 30.807
W a>htcnu\v. ..
Wayne ............
Hexfold ................ 0,fli.r)

other family.

355

48,409
16.292
1.299

21,773
40,6x8
23,906
16,998
29,156
38,723
144,903

36,661

1,334,031

1,184,059
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A babv of Mrs. M. Hollister, of Royal with a fearful crash into the ravine, a distance
Oak, was given a green box to play wfth, °f Hev,'nt.vf^’t. There was only a small rivuand shortly afterward it was taken very let at the bottom of the ravine, and the cars,
in falling,were uncoupled and turned over,
ill with alarming symptoms; it soon
the combinationcar on its side and the passenvomited a quantity of green coloring ger car bottom upwards. Scarcely had these
from the box, and recovered. Had it fallen,and their creakingtimbersceased trembling, when the whole of the huge trestle-work
taken a less quantityit might have

nyhamess?
stefass;
///

rmi

Eccentric.

i

, .

>•

,

cars,
—

r

----- o'

work of destruction.The only two witnesses
of this fearful sight were Engineer Hall and
I ireman Smith. The engine itself was stopped
for a moment by the jerk of the falling train,
and before it could start again the engineer
stopped it, and the two jumped off and went
the ensuing year :
to the wreck, which was only reached by taking
a circuitous route. They were horrified at seePresident—0. M. Fellows,Manchester.
ing flames bursting from every part of the pasVivo President—Lyman Cate, Highland.
senger and combination cars, m which there
Secretary—W. J. G. Dean, Hanover.
had been rod-hot stoves,which were upset
Treasurer— A. I>. Taylor, Borneo.
Directors—S. B. Hammond, Kalamazoo in the fall. The engineer cried “ My God
Arthur A. Wood, Saline ; B. I). M. Edwards, Smith, we are the only survivorsleft’ to tell
Napoleon; William Ball, Hamburgh; E. B. the story.” He caugnt up his ax and began to
knock down the side of the passengercar,
Welch, Paw Paw.
Pedigree Committee— D. P. Dewey, Grand from which the flames were burstingin several
Blanc. Chairman ; E. W. Hardy, Osceola ; Will- places, lie saw inside one of the passengers,
r. N. Smith, who had been caught under a
iam Bedford, Mi.rshall.
seat, which was pressed down on him by an
The State Grange elected the follow- immense beam that had fallen from the trestleing olhcers tor next year : Master, Cy- J work. The engineer made heroic efforts to
rus G. Luce, Cohlwater ; Overseer, A. Have the unfortunate man’s life. Ho rushed
N. Woodruff, Watervliet; Lecturer,
t*10 ’mrukig debris and attempted to lift him
L. Whitnev Muskegon ; Steward, S. A. I !?’' f.ound that this could not bo done until

The Michigan Merino Sheep Breeders' Associationmet, last week, in Pioneers’ room of the State Capitol, when
he following officers were elected for

!

:

,

C.

Tookor,

Assistant Steward, A.

h. Green, North bar WMgton ; Chaplain, the assistance of the firemanhe found he could
Salmon Steele, Bear’ Lake ; Treasurer,I not lift the timber, and besot to work to cut it.
S. F. Brown, Schoolcraft ; Secretary, J. Smith was perfectly conscious,and, as he saw
T. Cobh, Schoolcraft;Gate-keeper, A. the flames nearing him rapidlv, he piteouslv
struggled under tho weight which p nned him
Bartlett, Lapeer; Ceres, Mrs. A. S. so helplessly in tho track of tho devouring
Stannard, Ionia ; Pomona-, Mrs. H. D. element, and called upon the axman to
Platt, Washtenaw ; Flora, Mrs. A. N. do his best. Tho engineer worked with 8U|X!rWoodruff, Watervliet; Latlv
enerey , and rained the blows upon the
and fast
tho few
Steward , Mrs. A. E. Green, North Farm- bntlle wood thick
thick and
fa8t in
inth»
^w minutes,
min.mw
which were hours of suspense to tho engineer
iugton.
and the poor fellow who was hold in a vise-hko
The report of the State Salt Inspector grip. Tho bravo man with the ax could make
for the year ending Nov. 30, 1880, shows but slow progress in his efforts to roscuo tho
nine inspection districts in the State, victim. Soon both tho engineer ami Smith
with tho aggregate manufacturingca- were in tho midst of tho oirclo of flames. Tho
timber was half cut through. Tho sweat
pacity of 3,150,000 barrels, or 15,750,000 ui>on tho enginoer's face was boilingfrom tho
bushels of salt. This shows an increase heat, while tho skin upon tho back of his
over last year’s production of 500,000 hands was crackingand shrivelingiu red and
...... .
vuouvio ui
S*1® Hllrr°ak,8'
was slowly roasting
barrels,
or 2,500,000 bushels
of nuiu
salt.

Assistant

Tb«

.......

118

: 111

House at Dallas, Texas,

burned.

^ctod in the State K*.
Bay county, 1.081,841; bag- garments wore

$1,000,000.
family of nine personsdrowned by the
flood near Mayfield, Ky.
17. An unsuccessful 'attempt to kill the impefamily of Bussia by explosion of a mine at

rial

1G. The town of Eureka, Nov., is
time almost wiped out by fire.

a second

Groat parade of Knights Templar

1874.

1,214
32,381
4,807
3,240

1870.

696
32,105
2,756
1,985

• •• .

22,051

24,832
2,663
35,029
25,726

22,199
15,900
2,184
35,104
26,236

by the

rail-

JULY#

burgh.
11. Baltimorecelebrates her 150th birthday.

3. George Ripley, President of tho

1

1

;

1

R

i

1

i

17. Thirty men torn to pieces by tho explois. Twenty sailorsand sex’on passengerslose
sion of giant powder, near San Francisco.
tlfvir lives by the wreck of tho coaster Oilsa off
18. Marshfield, Mo., almost wiped out by a
Yriiles. Twelve men suffocatedin a coal mine
in Belg urn.
cyclone ; about 100 lives and $300,000worth of

propertydestroyed.
19. Seven men drowned off the north shore
of Michigan by the swampingof their sailboat.
21. The walls of tho Madison Square Garden,
in New York, give way, killing four persons
and wounding several.
22. Queen Victoria accepts tho resignation of
tho Beaconsfiold Ministry. Nineteen fishermen
drowned off tho Scotch coast.
23. Gladstone is asked to form a Cabinet. A
life -saving crew of seven men, off the coast of
Michigan,lose their lives. A son of Mayor Kalloch, of San Francisco,kills Charles De Young,
editor of tho Chronicle.
26. Cyclone at Macon, Miss., kills seventeen
jHTsons. Six people killed by a storm in Chris111.

MAY.

20. i'licBritish steamer Mildred founders in
mid-ocenn with a crew of twenty-eight.
24. By collisionbetween the 1'ronchsteamer
Uncle Joseph and tho Italian steamship Ortigia the former is sunk and 232 persons go
down.
25. Tho Persians ornamenttho walls of the
prison at Tabreez with tho heads of 300 Kurds
taken in battle.
2G. propeller Simcoe goes down with all on
board in Georgian bay. Lake Huron.
2H. Lieut, Gov. Robinson, of Colorado, is
killed by miners near Leadville.

DECEMBER*
I. The Electoral Colleges meet in tho various
s<irte capitals and cast tho electoral votes for
President and Vice President.
H. Flogging abolished in the British navy.
10. One hundred minors are killed by firedamp explos.mt in a Welsh colliery.
II. A shipwreckoff Nova Kootia causes the
death of a cr-w of twenty-twopersons.
12. Jiiv Gould’s conservatorynt Irvington,
on tho Hudson, is destroyed’ bv fire; loss
$159,000.

31. A fight with the Indians occurs in New
Mexico,in which about a dozen white men are
killed.

JUNE.
8. Gen. Garfield nominated for Presidentby
the Republicans,on the •thirty-sixth ballot, at

13. The boiler of the Spanish war ship Cnba
Espanola explodes, killingtwenty persons and
roads for every 41,778,775 miles traveled, wounding 113.
17. Neal Dow nominated for the Presidency
and one is either killed or wounded for
by the Prohibitionists at Cleveland, Ohio.
every 11,374,633 »ilee.
18. Sixty-three personalose their lives in a
A .Philadelphia paper says the late terriblestorm and waterspont near Dresden,
Germany.
marriage of a white Illinoisgirl to a ne24. Gen. W. 8. Hancock nominatedby the
gro was a case of color blindness.
Democrats for President, at Cincinnati. '

One passenger is killed

19. John A. Rutter, tho discoverer of gold li
h forma ; nt Washington, aged 73.
25. Lieut. Gen. T. II. Holmes, of tho Confod
omto Morviee ; at Fayetteville,N. C., agod 76.
Cm

New York
rrihunr Company, and a distinguished author ;
13. News is received of tho starvation of 500 at New York, aged 78.
of the 700 inhabitantsof tho island of St.
G. William E. Carter, Chief Justice of tho
drowned.
Lawrence, Arctic ocean.
Supreme Court of Connecticut
29. A steamer Ik- tween two East Indian ports
14. Completionof the Cologne Cathedral,
19. Jo-. B. Chandler, for many years editor
founders, sixty-fivelives being lost.
commenced six centuries ago, is celebrated.
of the Uintfl Stnti'iiGazette and momtx'r of
HAKCII.
15. By the explosionof a cooker in Haas A
Congress from 1819 to 1855, at Philadelphia,
I. The St. Gothard tunnel through the Alps Powell’s distillery,at Chicago, seven persons ng. d m.
are killed.
is cut through.
12. Tom Taylor, tho noted English dramatist;
5. Twenty-three persons killed by a boiler
1G. A storm of unexampled severitysweeps nt London.
explosion at Gl.^ow, Scotland.
over tho Northwest, accompaniedby snow
14. John A. Campbell,at one time Governor
G. The Kansas Insane Asylum at Osawatomio many vessels anil a number of lives lost on the <»f Wyoming, und Inter AssistantSecretary of
bums.
laki-s 'Jim Goodrich Line steamer Alpena St* t" ; nt Washington.
7. Great fire in Ht. Paul. Minn.
founders, xriih a loss of about eighty lives,
19. Judge Jacob Brinkorhoff,of tho Ohio
8. Twenty-four soldiers killed by the blowing none b< hi-, naved.
Supreme Court bench for several years ; at
up of the artillerybarracks at Santiago, Chili.
Mansfield, < duo.
Victoria,the Apache chief, killed in Mex9. Thirty villages swept away by a flood from ico nnd Ins hand scattered.
auuu.ht*
the river Vistula on the Austro-Bussian
28. The coast of England visited by a terG. Gen. William O. Butler, an officer of the
frontier.
rible gale, and many ships and lives lost.
wnr vif 1812 an l the Mexican war, and a candl10. By a fire In the great weaving works at
d ite for Vice President with Lewis Cass, in
Moscow. Bussia, twenty-four persons are
NOVEMBER*
1313; nt Carrollton, Ky., aged 93.
burned to death.
3. Sixty rohliers, who plundered the Brazilian
9. Ex-G«v. John Bigler, of Pennsylvania;at
II. Boiler explosion iu the flaxseed-mills at town of Jamuria a year before, are surprised
Clearfield,that State.
Frankfort.Ind., by which ten employes were by soldiers and killed.
1G. AildaiilxNeilson, the celebratedEnglish
torn to pieces.
4. By the breakingof the hoisting apparatus
actress ; at Pari-,aged 3l).
24. Parliamentprorogued by the Queen, and in 8 Belgian mine sixteen miners are killed.
new elections ordered.
17. Ex-Gov. Herschel V. Johnson, candidate
5. A typhoon passes over Japan which deAPRIL.
molishes1,000 residences in Tokio and drowns for Vice President with Douglas, in I860 ; in
Jeff, rson countv. Ga., agod 68.
100 fishermen. News received of the loss of
1. By a flrtr-danip explosionin a coal mine in
17. Ole Bull, the celebratedNorwegian violthe Jeannetteand a number of whalers in the
Belgium 150 miners are killed.
ini-t ; at Bergen. Norway, aged 70.
Arctic sea by being crushed by the ice. Thirty
2. Nine murderers are hung at various places
19. J.nnes A. Hodden,Confederate Secretary
Kurdisi] marauders in Persia are emcilied by
in the United States.
of War ; at Richmond, Va., ago<nlJ5.
heir leaders lor disobedienceof orders.
3. Triumph of the Liberalsat the English
22. Mrs. Charles Kuan, widow of tho cele8. '1 he propeller Zealand goes down on Lake
Parliameirtary elections. Mohammed Jan
bruted L’.ii.'I'mIi actor, herself known on the
killed in Afghanistan,and his army scattered. Ontario with all on Isiard,sixteen persons.
stage a- Mirs Ellen Tree : in England,
9. About twenty ]k.thouhdrowned bv the loss
4. Thirty-onedwellingsburned at a village
24. Brig. Gen. Allxirt J. Meyer, Chief of tho
of the steamerThomas Kuigsford, on Luke Onof Savoy, soveutoen persons perishing.
l ini' d Sii.li!-. Signal Service, familiarly known
ti rio.
8. Tho Peruvians defeat the Chilians, with a
as “Old Piol-s at Buffalo.
11. Sevon men burned to death in a petroloss of 1,300 killed.
23. Ex-Gov. Paul O. Hebert, of Louisiana, an
9. Seven hundred men, women and children h um blaze near Bradford,Pn.
12. Forty-seven miners killed by coal-mine oflievr iu the Mi xican war aud iu the Confuderburied alive at Mandalay, Bunnah, as a sacrifice
atusniiy : ut Now Orleans, aged 62.
l explosion in Nova Scotia.
to restore the King’s health.
29. S. R. Gifford,tho well-known artist; at
III. The MinnesotaState Insane Asylum nt
12. By tho explosion of a still in a creosote
Now Ymk.
factory, near Loudon, eleven personslose their St. Peter burned, and a largo number of the
39. Unix rt McClelland, ex-Oovernor of Michinmates lost their lives.
lives.
igan and s.rrdary of tho Interior in President
19. Tho Kurds sack a Persianvillage and put
14. A schooner,with all hands, goes down
Pierce’s Cabinet ; at Detroit, aged 73.
200 jx'opleto the sword.
in Long Island sound, during a severe gale.

Chicago.
10. Twenty persons lose their lives by a cyclone in Pottawattamiecounty, Iowa.
in the first column ; the second column we never saw, who lived, perhaps, thou11. J. B. Weaver nominatedby the Greencontains the population in 1874, accord- sands of miles away. And yet these, in backers for tho Presidency, at Chicago.
12. Collision on Long Island sound between
ing to the State census ; and the third those little sheets of paper, speak to us,
the Narragansettand Stonington, in wliich the
column contains the population accord- rouse us, terrify us, teach us, open their
former takes tire and goes down, with fifty pasing to the United States census of 1870 : hearts to us as brothers.
sengers.
1880.
Covntfu.
Alcona ..........
Allegan ...........
Alpena ............
Antrim ...........
....... 6,237
Baraga ............
Barry .............
B»y ...............
BoueIo ............
Berrien ...........
Branch ...........

in

9. Thirty persons killed and a great many
severely injured by a railway collisionat Pitts-

‘

___

14. Cluui Jiujoe Sanford E. Cnurch, of tho
Albion, N. Y.s
aged G5.

Chicago.

NECROLOGY.

_

HAY.

New York Court of Appeals ; at

8. Fifty miners suffocated in a mine at Kattowitz, Germany.

!

23. Bark Strathnairn, from London for Molbourne, sunk by collision,and sixteen persons

—

The engineer and llromanat first oonntod the
OfficialC’cnituit Figurctt,
conductoramong the killed, but he was afterThe following table shows the popula- ward found in the woods, a raving maniac,
tion of Michigan by counties according and blood oozing from a ghastly wound in the
head.
to the census of 1880, as officially ascertained aud reported by the bureau at
Except a living man there is nothing
Washington, all but seven counties be- more wonderful than a book ; a message
ing included. These figures are given to us from the dead — from human souls

38. D. W. Middleton,for twenty years Clerk
of tho United States Supreme Court ; at Washington.

Washington.

OCTOBER.

19. Eight men killedby the explosionof the
boiler of a Peoria (III.) distillery.
20. Twenty persons killedby the explosion of
shells in the Valparaiso (South America) arsenal.

'

.

vr26',^' Sejigman, the well-knownsyndicate
New York banker ; at New York.

persons are killed.

1. A fire- works factory, near Paris, blows np.
inuxv county, 1,148,044 ; Huron county, I }*» kw mad
256,841 ; Iosco county, 147,800; Midland intcn80> but ho boro bis suffenngslike killinga number of workmen.
countv 41 402 • total* •> 070 588 Tlimwill a ma"' and calIod bravely to the heroic 4\A r‘et of ^bnig boats driven upon the
, . Vo <>’wo oin
u ,
axman “ lor God’s sake try and save rav life ” 00481 of 0roKont nnd twenty-five of the fisbermalcc 13,382,940 Imshels of Halt, being j To which tho other repuSurging tem to b^ of men are drowned.
an increase of 3,092,742 bushels,
4a, or 020,- J good cheer, for ho would save him if human 8- fourteen persons killed at a fire in Lon.
-- human
748 barrels over last year’s production. effort could accomp'ish anything. But the don, England.
10. By an explosion of powder in the 8t
flames
went
faster
than
the
ax
could
cut, and
18. About twenty boys lose their lives by
The revenue due the State Salt InspecGothard tunnel, iu Switzerland, eighteenwork- the burning of a wall-paperfactory at Buftho engineerhad io see the man he was trying
tor the fiscal year ending Nov. 30, 1880,
to rescue roasted alive. He was soon men are killed.
falo.
is ns follows: Duties on 2,676,588 bar14. Milton, Pa., is wiped out bv the flames
forced to abandon his jiosition, but
loss,
$2,000,000.
rels nt three mills per barrel, $8,029.76; he did not do so nntil his clothes
15. An explosion in a London (England) iron
expenditures,salary of State Salt In- were literally burned from his bodv. The imfoundry kills twenty-five persons.
spector, $1,500; printing and office ex- prisoned passenger was burned alive, and re19. United States Senator Gordon, of Geortained consciousness
until his arms were nearly
penses, $800; salary of Deputy Inspec- burned from the trunk. Before going tie gia. n-sigiiH. and ox-Gov. Brown is appointed.
JANUARY.
tors, $6,164.50;total, $7,954.50; bnl- thanked the engineer for his heroic efforts.The
25. Col. Hatch attacks the redskins in New
3. Bishop Gilbert Haven, of the Methodist
once, $65.70. The average price during other passengers were all buried under tho Mexico,and kills fifty-five of them.
Episcopal Church ; at Malden, Blass., aged 59.
28. Twenty persons perwhed in the floods
4. George Jones, tho “Count Johannes," an
the years was 75 cents per barrel, and , carrt-aud wcre b,iruod. Ouly their charred
caused by an excessive rain-storm in Texas.
eccentric New York character.the total shipments by water ami rail 1 bo"c',renmmo,L
29. The town of Savoy, Texas, is wiped out
The bodies of tho dead were disfiguredbefi. “ Yankee Locke," & well-known comedian.
were about 2,400,000barrels.
yond recognition.
by a cyclone ; about fifteen personskilled.
10. Frank Leslie, tho well-known New York

•

claimant.

2. Maj. Gen. Heintzelman, who commanded
a division in the Army of tho Potomac ; at

the Winter Palace fails ; ten soldiers are
killed.

falling from his body
contortions. His agony was

i

10. Dr. Edward V. H. Konealy,member of
Parliament,and counsel for tho Tichborne

i

I!!. A

tian county,

Tl,. total amount
XV

5. Ten Chinamen cremated in a wash-house
in Han Francisco. Nino negroesburned to
death in a cabin near Columbia, 8. C. The

1 loss.

...........

,

isl-

8. Two hundred Turkish soldiers killed by
13,714
28,829i the fall of a barrackat Constantinople.
9. The Dublin Theater Itoyal burned ; eight
41,434
119,038 lives lost
650
10. Burning of Uie City Hall at Alb&nv, N. Y.;

SHOCKING RAILROAD ACCIDENT.

died

Steamer Bongoro, from Penrath to Giband thirteen of her crew

26,275

3,011

6. Gen. James L. Reynolds,soldier and politician ; at Lancaster,Pa., aged 58.
10. W. A Howard, Governor of Dakota Territory, and former Congressman from Michigau ; at Washington.

19. Ex-Gov. Foote, of Mississippi, formerly
United States Senator ; at Nashville, Teun.,
aged 80.
2. By -the giving way of a pontoon bridge
20. I). K. Jones, the inventor and first makover the river Ebro, in Spain, over 100 ofliccrs
er of lueifor matches ; at Chillicothe, Ohio,
and men were thrown into tho water, most of aged 89.
them beingMrowncd.
3,^ Bichard B. Connolly, tho Tweed Comp3. The steamer City of Vera Cruz founders
trolu.r of New York ; iu exile at Marseilles,
off the coast of Florida, and onlv thirteen of
Franco, aged 70.
her passengers and crow of seventy-sixare
31. Shernird Clemens, for thirteen years
saved.
member of Congress from Virginia ; a pauper,
at St. Louis.
4. Gen. Rolierts defeats tho Afghans under
Ayoob Khan, near Candahar,
JUNE.
9. Bv an explosion of fire-dampin the SeaG. John Brougham, the note J dramatistand
ham (England) colliery, 140 miners lost their comedian ; at New York, aged G6.
lives.
12. Ex-Gov. Albert G. Brown, of Mississippi
18. The steamer Aurora, from Oporto for
at Jackson,aged G7.
Southampton, founders at sea ; fifty persons
13. James A. Bayard, cx-Unitod States Senare drowned.
ator from Delaware ; at Wilmington.
22. By a land slide in the Province of Bengal.
17. J. It. Howell, editor of the Keokuk GaU
British India, thirty-seven persons were killed,
O/v, once United Status Senator from Iowa,
most of them Englishofficers and soldiers.
at Keokuk, aged 04.

raltar,founders,

20,858 j $1,000,000 Court

tho United

„ ll- » train miming off tho track of the
Midland railroad, in England, about a dozen

17.

fire

14,552

APRIL.
5. Rear Admiral Thachor, of
States navy ; at Boston, aged 74.

8. Hon. George Browne, statesman and jour12. Twenty poisons are killed bv a collision
between two excursion trains near Atlantic nalist,of Toronto,Canada, who was shot some
City, N.f.
weeks before by a dischargedemploye.

1

ands.

39,097

80. Richard Van Rensselaer, tho last of the
celebratedNew York family of that name, a
banker ; at Albany,aged 83.

SEPTEMBER*

drowned.
2. Terrible hurricane in the Philippine

26,654

Paris were burned the other day,
day. tt
‘ U!a CeQtnJ railroad-noar Lmcolntou,
geiher with their contents. The Green N. C., by which six of the nine persons on the
township records were also burned, the train lout their fives. A passenger train, composed of the engine, throe box-cars, one comagent being Town Clerk.
A fire at Red Jaeket destroyed Pin- bination car with the mail, express and bagton’s building, in whieh H. W. Jackson, gage in it, and one passengercoach, was going
dry goods, aud H. J. Vivian, merchant from Shelby to Charlotte. When the train
tailor, did business. Jackson’s goods reached what is known as the Indian Creek
were entirelyconsumed and Vivian's trestle, and just as the engine had crossed it.
partly. Total loss. $25,000. Jackson the whole frame-workgave way, and the entire
was insured for only §12,000.
train,except the engine and tender, went down

green colons. —

1.

2,093

i

Totals

1. The Chilian transportLoa blown np by a
torpedo in Callao bay, and 150 of her crow

<

FEBRUARY.

12
2 845

1,015

...... 1,575

olZ
There have been fourteen deaths by
diphtheria in Clio, Genesee county,
within two mouths, one entire family of
four children dying in four days, aud
two childrendving in one night in an-

7

7,222

29,929

Schoolcraft .......

take their supply of ice this year from
Thornapple lake, in Barry county, where
they have already begun operations.

80!

(

will Shiawassee ........ ...... 27,069

AUGUST.

R

killed.

31. News is received of horrible massacres in
Afghanistan.

7,294
40.

2,406
6,216

is one of the recent business organiza- Presque Isle..., ...... 3,113
Roscommon ...... ...... 1.450
tions of Adrian. The biscuit is a patent
Saginaw ..........
medicine, composed of malt, iron, etc.
•Sanilac................. 26.34 1

drowned.

|

v.

20,815

(

Biscuit

23. An excursion steamer run* over a yacht
in the Detroit river,and seventeenpersons are

I

5,306
606

21. The Jersey City tunnel, In process of construction, caves in, burying twenty-onework22. Eighteen personslose their lives through
the explosion of powder in the artilleryworks
in Kooisk, Southern Russia.

A flood in the Cauca valley,New Grenada,
3*263 destroys $1,000,000worth of property and a
5,642 ; number of lives.
1.791
1,791
25. The steamboat Charmer burns near the
3,2*5
mouth of Bed river, iu Louisiana; eight lives
130
lost.
27,4*1
28. Fifteen miners killed by an explosion in
13,6-29
Saxon
14,894
15,033

7. Judge W. H. Haves, of the Federal Court
of Kentucky ; at Louisville, aged 59.
28. A.
Corbin, brother-in-law of Gen.
Grant ; at Jersey City.

men.

1 in

657
21,946
5,361
9,132

The

Four personaconsumedin a San Franoiaco

"r'lnCuba^passes
tor tlie iri’adualabolition of slavery
the Bnanidh Cortes.

8,471

Minnetonka.
4. Seven persons drown by the overtnrnlngof
a yacht on White Boar lake, In Minnesota.
12. A raft with forty poisons upon it breaks
to pieces in the Black sea, near Odessa,and all
are drowned.
15. By an explosion in a coal mine at Risca,
in Wales, 119 miners— all In the shaft— are
18. Cleopatra’sneedle,presentedto the citv
of Now York by the late Khedive of Egypt, arrives at that city.

36,047 fire.
32 054
11. The island of St. Kitta, West Indies, de424 vastated by floods ; 200 lives are lost.
50,403
15. Terrible wind-storm iu Oregon causes
4,205
loss of life and property.
548
19. A terribleconflagration occurs at Tokio,
21,:t45
4,576 Japan, burning fifteen acres and destroying the
45,595 lives of over 100 people.
19,336
21. Colliery explosionnear Now Caatle, EnL"16 j gland ; seventy-seven
miners killed.

37,988
32,2-4

Kalamazoo ............... 34.342
KulkuHka....- .............
2,937
Kent ..................... 73,252
Keweenaw ................
4,270
Lake ....................3,233
Lapeer
...................
80,138
annual meeting of the State
Loelanaw ........... 6,253
Association of Mutual Fire Insurance I/euawce............... 4S,:U3
Companies will be held in Lansing Jan. LIvliiKHtou ............... 22.251
.Moekinac ................
2,902
i
Macomb ................31,627
Owing to the large amount of Canadi- Manlxtee .....................
Manltou .................1,334
an money in circulation in Alpena, the Marifuette ...............
25,393
lo.tnu
hanks have determined to deduct 5 per Maaon ...................
Mecosta ................13,973
cent.
Menominee.............11,98.8
Trusteesof Adrian College have Midlaml ..................
6,894
niade an appeal for local and church Missaiikoo ...............1,553
Monroe .................. 3:»,623
subscriptions to rebuild North Hull, re- Montcalm ............... 33,148
cently burned.
Muskegon ...............
26,586
Newaygo ................ 14,688
Lewis G. Buckingham, a residentof Oakland ................. 41,537
....... 11,699
Flint for the past forty-seven years and Oceans ...........
Igemaw .........
the first SherilY of Genesee county, died
Ontonagon ....... ....... 2,665
lately, aged 83.
Oseeoia ......
Mxogo ...........

has been

6. Commodore Isaiah Hanscomb, United
States navy : at Washington.

killed.

4,113

fl.

appointed Acting Presidentof Adrian College, vice George B. McElroy, resigned.

The Michigan Malt

CHRONOLOGY.
JANUARY.

V4y

of the Fourteenth cir- Iosco .........
.... 6,873
. 12,169
cuit, is about to resign on account of the Isabella .....
Isle Royal ............
66
small salary.
Jacknou .................. 42,031

m

1,211

13,886
31,666
19,030

Judge Brown,

JULY.
1. Four persona are killed by the explosion of
the boiler of the pleasure boat Mary, on Lake
•

2,542
21,

1,272

lias twenty-oue saloons Huron ...............
out of the twenty-four in Mecosta county. Ingham ..............
Ionia

4 Kccord of the Important Happen*
inff* of the Year 1880.

26,007

Hillsdale .............
....32,726
Houghton ............
..... 22,473

Bio Rapids

B. Taylor

2,l».i

23,661

Gratiot ......... .....

factory.

The Rev. M.

1,724

MARCH.

28. Fiftv passengers lost by the horning of
the Long Island Hound steamer, Seawanahaka,
near New York city.

THE DEAD PAST.

2l,UW

~ r.M.508'

NEW*

Flint is going to have a cigar-box

*

3fi,56il

20,

publisher, aged 59.
20. Jules Favre. celebratedFrench statesmau ; Paris, aged 71.

NEPTEMHEH.
L

Gen. Torbort, cavalry commander during the rebellion ; lost at sea off
the Horida coast, aged 47.
in. Marshall O. Rolx-rts,tho well-known Now
York mi pit list ; aged 6G.
19. Hon. LafayetteH. Foster, Senator from
Connecticutfrom 1855 to 1867, and acting Vico
IT' M lent of the United States for a time, during Johnson'sterm, at Hartford, agod 74.
22. Donald McKay, tho builder of clipper
ships ; at Hamilton, Blass.,aged 70.
Brevet Maj.

it

OCTOBER.
5. Jacques Offenbach,tho celebratedopera
coin|Mwor;at Pans, aged 61.
17. Julia I). Bates, widow of Hon. Edward
Bites, AttorneyGeneral under iTesidoutLincoln ; at St. Louis.
19. Chief Justice E.G. Ryan, of the Wisconsin .Supreme Court ; at Madison, aged 70.

20. Mrs. Lydia Maria Child, tho well-known
American authoress;at Wayland, Blass.,aged
78. Alfred Henry Thesiger. Lord Chief Justice
of the EnglishCourt of Appeals ; at London,
aged 42.
21. Maj. Thomas L. Butler, Aid-de-Campto
Gen. Jackson at the battle of New Orleans,
aud Surveyor General of New Orleans under

PresidentMadison; at Louisville, Ky., aged 91.
^ 27. Bishop Daggett,of the M. E. Church ; at

NOVEMBER.
8. Fayette McMullen, a leading Virginia politician,at Wythoville, Va.
9. E. L. Drakn, who put
well at Titusville,Pa.

down

tho first oil

11. Lucretia Blott, tho well-known Quaker
philanthropist and abolitionist,at Philadelphia,
17. Signor Blitz, the famous ventriloquist
and prestidigU itor ; accidentally shot white hunting in New Jersey.
19. Sir Charles York, General and Constable '
of tjie Tower, who served with distinction at
Waterloo ; at London, aged 90.

'Ml. Gov. James D. Williams,of Indiana : at
Indianapolis, agod 73.
28. James De Blille, professorin Dalhousie
21. Sir Alexander Cockbnrn, Lord Chief JusCollege, Halifax, N. 8., and a famous novelist
tice of the Queen’s Bench ; at London.
29. Edward Middleton Barrv, the architect
23. Prof. James C. Watson, the celebrated
who designed the English House of Parliaastronomer; at Madison, Wis., aged 42.
ment ; at London, aged
27. Gen. George B. Crittenden, who served in
the Blexican war, and later in the Confederate
5. A. E. Boric, ex-Secretaryof the Navy : at
army ; at Danville,Ky.
Philadelphia, aged 71.
80. Evarts W. Farr, memuerof Congress from
10. John Bice, the last survivor of Perry’s
New Hampshire ; aged 40.
victory, on Lake Erie ; at Shelby, Ohio, aged 88.

50.

^

FEBRUARY.

11. Mrs, Tweed, wife of the late
New York citv : at Paris.

“Boss" of

12. Samnel G. Arnold, for a short term United States Senator from Rhode Island; at
Providence.
19. Signor Bramidi, the artist who designed
and executed the frescoesin the Capitol at
Washington.
20.

Ex-CongressmanLorenzo Danford, of

Ohio, killed in a railroad accident near Bellaire, Ohio. Benjamin Brandreth,the famoos
pill-maker ; at Sing Sing, N. Y., aged 71.

DECEMBER*

11. The venerable Madame Thiers, widow of
ex-President Theirs.
19. Francis T. Auckland, the English writer
on natural history ; at London. The Duchess
of Westminster, Mistress of Queen Victoria’r ;
Robes, whoso husband is the wealthiest person
on tho globe,
22. A. L. Akerman, Attorney General In
Grant's first Cabinet : at Cartersrille,Ga.
23. Mrs. John Walter Cross (Marian Evans),

Sw^SSof-^t Smd^^

****** *aao*B

HOLLAND CITY NEWS.
Saiukday, January

1, 1881.

The main cause of nervousness is
gestion, and that

is

The SUU

indi-

BUYING HOLLIDAY GOODS!!

for 1881.

caused by weakness of
one can have sound

Everybody reads Tub Sun. In the editions of
newspaper throughoutthe year to come everynerves and good health without using Hop
body will find:
The Nation, an independent Republican Bitters to strengthen the stomach, purify
I. All the world’s news, so presentedthat the
paper, tbiu speaks about the Colored the blood, and keep the liver and kidneys reader will get the greatest amount of information
with the least unprofitable expenditure of time
active, to carry off all the poisonous and and eye-sight. The Sun long ago discoveredthe
Cadet question at West Point:
golden mean between redundantfullness and un“ Some stalwart papers are angry be- wasie matter of the system. See other satisfactorybrevity.

the stomach.

AN INDEPENDENT VIEW.

4

Indigestion.

No

this

column.

Spend your money carefully and where

it will

go the farthest.

Substantial Presents are the Wisest Ones!

Immense Arrival of New Goods for the Holidays I
PRICES WAY DOWN.

II. Much of that sort of news which depends
less upon its recognized importancethan upon its
Schofield'sapprehension that the standards
interestto mankind. From morning to morning
The Condition Powders of Prof. Wellen- the 5un prints a contluned story of the lives of
at West Point would be lowered in order
burg, for sale at the drug store of Dr. real men and women, and of their deeds, plans,
to help colored boys to get through. Now
loves, hates, and troubles. This story is more
Wm. Van Putten, have been used in my varied and more intereating than any romance
10,000 yards New Styles,Fast Color Prints for Holiday trade, only 5 cts. Best
we assert that it is literallytrue that the
Tycoon Repps 20cls a yard, worth 25 cts. 500 pieces Alpacas in all the new shades ut
stable in the year 1874, when the epizootic that was ever devised.
standards have been lowered by some
III. Good writing in every column,and fresh- 12^2 cts., worth 18 cts. Great Bargains in new and desirable Dress Goods at 20 cts.,
was raging throughout the land, with the ness, originality,accuracy, aud decorum iu the
2o cts. and 30 cts. Handsome Dress Goods 8c and 10c. Fine All Wool Black aud
form of indulgence in order to help the
very best success and recommend them treatmeut of every subject.
Colored Cashmere at 45c and 50c.
eleven colored cadets to graduate, and
IV. Honest comment. The Sun't habit is to
freely for the use of ailments in horses.
Great Bargains in Black Silks. Good Black Silks at 75c, 85c and $1.00 Black
speak out fearlesslyabout men and thing-.
that Whittaker, too, has enjoyed favors
V. Equal candor in dealing with each political St ks at $l.o°, worth $2 00. Great Bargains in Felt Skirts and Balmoral Skirts, useH. BOONE.
which would not have been accorded to a
party, and equal readiness to commend what is ful Holiday presents.Great Bargainsin Cloaks, Shawls and Dolmans Good Beaver
Holland, Oct. 2G,
80 tf
praiseworthyor to rebuke what is blamable in
white boy. Since he left the Academy a
Cloaks $2.00, $3.00 $4 00. $5.00, and upward. Broche Shawls
anT upward
Democrat or Republican.
Great Bargains in Single and Double Woolen Shawls and Beaver Shawls Our Prices
petition has already been signed by
VI. Absolute independence of partisan organizations,but unwavering loyalty to true Demo on all kinds of Shawls and Cloaks are the lowest, our goods the newest.
$oticc$.
ministers and others in this city asking
cratJc principles. The Sun believes that the GovWe are still giving the lowest prices on Carpets and Floor Oil Cloths. Cottage
ernment which the Constitution gives us is a good
the President to put him back, although
one to keep. Its notion of duty Is to re-lst to its Carpets «0c and 25c, worth 25c aud 30c. Good Ingrain Carpets 30c, 40c and 50c All
his inability to pass the examination has
utmost power the eflorta ofmeuinthe Republi- Wool Ingrain Carpets 75c. lard wide Floor Oil Cloth 80c. Great Bargains iu Table
Special Assessors Notice. can
party to set up another form of government
Linens Napkins, Towels and Toweling. Great Bargains in Waterproof Cloths Kcnbeen fully ascertained. This has all
City ok Holland, f
in place of that wnich exists. The year 1881 and
fh**
years
immediatelyfollowing will probably de- tucky Joans and Casstmeres. Good Waterproof Cloth 00c. Good Kentucky Jeans 15c
grown out of the anxiety of the Republican
Clerk’s OlBco, Dec. 22ud, 1880. )
cide this supremely Importantcontest.The Stm 20c and 25c. Great Bargainsin Flannels and Cuut.m Flannels, Blanket, and Bed
party to have the negro justify the sacrifiTo Union School premises, Arnold De believes that the v.ctory will be with the people as Comfortables. Good Plaid Flannels 12#c. Heavy Twill Flannels 15c and 20c
against the Rings for monopoly, the Rings for
ces made on his behalf and the expecta- Fey ter, Peter A. Kleyse.
Good Union F lannels 8c. Heavy White Blankets$2 50 a pair. Large size Bed ComYou and each of you are hereby notified plunder, aud the Rings for imperial power.
fortables$1.25. Bargainsin Shirtings, Tickings,Denims and Ginghams.
tions excited about him. The motive is
Our terms are as follows:
lhai a special assessmentroll fur the repair
For the Daily Sun, a four page sheet of twentyGreat Bargains in Corsets of 50c, 75c and $100, Great Bargains in Silk Handpraiseworthy, but the means resortedto of sidewalks has been reported by the
eight columns, the price by malt, post paid, is 55 kerchiefs. Silk Handkerchiefs from 23c up. Linen Handkerchiefs from Oc up
are not defensible.The Government has Board of Special Assessors to the Common cents a month, or S6.50 a year; or including the
Great Bargainsiu all kinds of Hosiery. Notions, Gloves and Underwear Muslins
no right, either at West Point or anywhere Council ol the City of Holland, and filed Sunday paper, an eight-page sheet of fifty six col- Canton F lunnel and Ticks at prices that cannot he found iu the
'
umns.
the
price
is Weems a month, or $7.73ayeai,
in this office, and that the Common Counpostage paid.
else, to mix philanthropywith business.
cil has fixed upon the eighteenth day of
A’! Good8 markcd in Plain Figures, and strictly One Price to all. Buy vour
The Sunday edition of the Sun is also furnished Holiday Presents of us, and save
J
West Point is a scientificschool for the January, A. D. 1881, at 7:30 o’clock p m.
separately at $1.20 a year, postage paid.
training of experts for the public service, at the Common Council Room, in said
The price of the weekly <un. eight pages, flftyand it is as much an abuse of a public City, as the time and place when and slx columns,is $1 a year, postage paid. For clubs
where they will meet with the said Board of ten sending$10 we will send an extta copy free.
trust to use it for missionary or reformatoAddress I. W. ENGLAND,
ot Special Assessors to review said roll.
Publisher ot the Sun, New York City.
.ry purposes, as it would be to give some
By order of the Common Council,
of the funds of the Naval Observatory to
Geo. II . St it, City Ccrk.
cause we have appearedto share in General

1880.

$5%

#pmtd

State.

money.

JOHN FITZGERALD &

NEW YORK

a

tunate effect of the stalwart

was only

view of

the

Land Office at Heed

ilnr miwtisemcnts.

too plainly revealed in

down

martyr whenever he broke

The Best

in

2nd Edition of

at

was
your Spring Blossom. I

one time afraid

I

able to get out again. I
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IT

!

YEAR.

be

and body were one vast collection

face

of Boils and Pimples; since taking one
your Spring Blossom

bottle of

I

am

The ScientificAmerican is a large

Flrst-t’la.-B

WeekK Newspaper of Sixteen i’agea.printed in

quite

ho moat beam ini I atyle. profutdn dlurtraUd with
tp-traUd Uliulratlont,ropreaenting the newest Inveniionaand the mo.-t recent Advances In the
Arts and Sciences; including New and Interesting
Facts in Agriculture.Horticulture, the Home,
Health, Medical Progress, Social science, Natural
lli-tory, Geology, Asrr moiny. The most valuable
practicalpapers, by eminent writers in all d partments of Science, will oe found in the Sciemitlc
I

cured, all eruptions have disappearedand
I feel better than I

before the Clerk of the Circuit’Court of Otseat, on Tuesday the 8th day of February, 1881, viz:
Manus Boerisen. Homestead entry No. 65H4 for the
S. W. H S. E. X sec. 3»i, TON. R 15 W and names
the followingwitnesses to prove his continuous
residenceupon and cultivation of said tract, viz:
John DeVries,of Zeeland I*. U., ami James Stunning. of Zeeland 1*. U., aud Hendrik Kuipers of
of Zeeland P. U., and Geert Kuipersof Zeeland
P. O., alt of Ottawa County, Michigan.
47-

second edition of Job without his patience;

my

made

5w

ST.

have in a long time.

Price 50 cents, trial bottles 10 cents.

Wonierfal Results.

American.
Terms. $3.20 per year, g! 60 half year, which ineludes pos age. Discounts to agents. single
writes: ‘T have used Dr. Thomas’ Eclec- copies, ten cents. Sold bv a'l Newsdealers. Retic Oil both for myself and family for mit bv postal order to MUNN it CU., Publishers.
37 Park It »w, New York.
Dipllieria,with the very best results. I
T) Zk T*
*n connectionwith the
Jj 1 0 SCIINTiriOA X E 31 C A N.
regard it as one of the best remedies for A 21
.iicasrs. MU.NN A CO., are solicitorsof American
this disease, and would use no others."
and Foreign Patents, have hud 35 years experience,
and now have the largest establishmentin the
Pope & Billau,Druggists, Cedar Rapids,
world. Patents are obtained on the he-t terms
Iowa, write: ‘‘We have never sold any A special notice is made in the ScintiflcAmerican
ofull Inventionspatentedthrough this Agency,
medicine that gives such satisfaction to with the name and residence of the Patentee, ify
the customer and pleasure to the seller as the immense circulation thus given, public attention is directed to the merits of the new patent
Dr. Thomas’ Eclectric Oil. Sold by D. and sales or introduction often easilyeffected. '
Any person who has made a new discovery or
R. Meeugs, Holland,Mich.
invention, can ascertain,
of cAarye. whether
cuu Pru,mblv be obtained, by writing to
MINN & CO. We also send free our Hand Book
Short Breath.
about the Patent Laws, Patents. Caveats,TradeMarks, their costs, and bow procured,with hints
O. Bortle,of Manchester,Ontario Co., for procuringadvances on Inventions.Address
for the Paper, or concerningPatents.
N. \ writes: "I obtained immediate reMUa^N & CO., 37 Park Row, New York.
lief from the use of Dr. Thomas’ Eclectric
Branch Office, cor. F. 4 7th Sts., Washington.
Oil. I have had Asthma for eleven years. L/. .

Yourselves by making money when a
golden cuance is offere.i«t hereby always
keeping poverty from your door’ Those
who always take advantageof the good
c ounces for making money that are offered,generally become wealthy, while those who do not
improve such chances remain iu poverty. W r
want many men, women, boys and girls to work
for us right iu their own localities.The busiuess
w ill pay more th.iu ten times ordinary wages. We
f'.rnishan expensiveoutfit and all mat you need,
free. No one who engages fails to m ike money
very rapidly . You cun devote your whole tune to
the work, or only your spare moments. Full iufoimatiouand all lhat is needed tent free.
Address, a IT. ’id ON A CO., Portland, Maine,

Robert Subbock, Cedar Rapids, Iowa,

Mortgage Sale.
pvKFAULT

having been made in the conditions
certain indenture of mortgage,maue. executed and delivered by iieruard Lassiuanuaud his
wife M .ri - Lassmann, of the townshipof Holland,
Ottawa county, Michigan, to Jacob Van Pullen
and Jau Panels, of the city of Holland, countv and
stale aforesaid, dated on the sixteenth day of January, A.
1878. and recordedIn the uffide of the
Register of Deeds, of the county of Ottawa, Slate
of Michigan, on the thirty first day of January,
A. D. 1878, at eight o'clock In the forenoonof said
day, in liber No. 8, of mortgages on page 457, by
which default the power of sale containediu said
indenture of mortgage has become operative,and
upon which said indentureof iflortgagu,there is
claimed to be due. at the date of this notice,the
sum of six hundred and fifty-five dollars aud forty
cents,principaland interest, and no suit or proceedings ai iaw or in c aucery having been institutedto
recover the same, or any part thereof, thesaid power of saluhiviugbecome operative,bv reason of the
defaultof said Barnard Lassmann and his wife Maria
Lassmann, in not paying the firsttwo insiallments
and intereat as provided for in said Indeature of
mortgage, and the said Jacob Van Putten and Jan
Pauels, having elected to considerthe whole
amount of said principal and interestof said inHave been obliged to sit up all night for
denture of mortgage,to he due and payableafier
ten or twelve nights in succession. I can
the lapse of thirty days, alter said default,as provided for in said indenture of mortgage, and more
now sleep soundly all night on a feather STATE OF MICHIGAN: The Circuit Court for than thirty days having elapsed prior to the date
the County of Ottawa— In Chancery.
of
this not ce, and said Jacob Van Putten and Jan
bed, which I had not been able to do prePauels, having elected to take the sum of six him
Albertus Van Durcu and Jaantje)
vious to using the Oil." Sold by D. R.
dred and fifty five dollars and forty cents, the conDoesburg,
sideration in said indenture of mortgage, aud the
Complainants,
Meeugs, Holland, Mich.
interestfrom the date thereof, as provided for in
?
----- -«•«- ----said Indentureof mortgage; Notice is therefore
John I)uurnema. Janna Duurnema,
hereby given, that hv virtue of the power of sale
Tobla* K offers, Geert Griughuis
"Eugenie, Eugenie,will you still insist
in said indentureof mortgage contained, and pur
and Jauua
siiunt to the provisionsthereof, said indenture
on wearing the hair of another
Defendants. J
of mortgage will be foreclosed hy a sale of the
In pursuance ami by virtue oi a decree of said property described therein,or so much thereof,as
upon your head?” "Alphonse, Alphonse,
Circuit Court for the County of Ottawa, in Chuu- will be necessary to pay the debt secured thereby,
do you still insist upon wearing the skin ceri\ made in the above entitled cause, on the together with interest at ten per cent.,legal costs
Seventh day ol April, A. I). 188U. Notice is of advertisementand sale, and an attorney fee of
of another calf upon your leet?”
hereby given that on the Fifteenth day thirty dollars, provided for m said indetmireof
day of
of February, A. D. 1881, at one o'clock, mortgage, on Tueaday
A Good Study.
in the afternoon,of said day. at the front door of the
thfil,at one o'clock in the after
court house. In the City of Grand Haven, in said noon of said day, at the front door of the Court
The proper study of mankind is man, county, I, the subscriber, a Circuit Court Commis- House, In the city of Grand Haven, in said county,
sioner, in and for said County, will sell, at public that being the place of holding the Circuit Court
and the proper cure for sick Headache and auction, to the highest bidder, the lauds and prem- of said county, at which said time aud place will
ises described in said decree, as follows, to wit: be sold at public auction or vendue to the highest
Biliousness is Spring Blossom. Price 50
All of that certain piece or parcel of mnd. situated
bidder, pursuant to the staiu'eIn such case made
cents, trial bottles 10 cents.
aud being in the city of Uolland, County of Ottawa and provided, the property described in said indenand State of Michigan, and descr bed as follows, ture of mortgage, or so much thereof as shall be
to-wit: All of that part of lot numbered two, In necessaryto pay said debt. Interest,legal costs,
block thirty-seven,in said city, which is bounded ami said attorney fee, as follows, to-wit: All of
Thousands have been cured of
on the north side aud on the south side, by the those certain tract* or parcels of laud lying and
ague, bilious disorders,jaundice, dyspep- north and south lines, of said lot, which is bounded
situate iu the county of Ottawa aud state of Michsia and all diseases of the liver, blond and on the east side by a line runningfrom the north igan, aud further known as lots numbered one,
to the south lines of said lot parallel with and
two, nine and ten, (1,2. Sand 10.) in block numaiomacb, when all other remedies have twenty-sixfeet west from the east Hue thereof, bered four, In M. I). Howard’s addition to the city
and is bounded on the west side by a line run- of Holland,according to the recorded map on refailed, by using Prof. Guilmetlc’gFrench nli g irom the north 'o ibt south lines of «aid lo\
cord In the Register's Office fir Ottawa county,
Liver Pad, which is a quick and perma- para'ielwith and fifty four feet and three Inches Michigan.
west from the east line of said lot.
Holland, Mich., Nov. 17th, 1840.
nent cure for those disorders. Ask your
Dated, Holland. Mich..Decemher31,A. D. 1880.
JACOB VAN PUTTEN,

1 C*

Iv

GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

LADIES and GENTLEMEN
IPIROI?1. GTTXIjIMIETTE’S

To the

!

FRENCH KIDNEY PAD.
A Positive and Permanent Cure Guaranteed in

all cases

of

EDWARD STEVENSON,Register.

should never be

seemed to

MONROE

35-13w

tawa Countv. Mich., at the county

Beautifully Illustrated.

says: I canuot be too thankful that I

was

!

!

Job.

Mrs. Ogden, N. Division Street, Buffalo,

jpduced to try

Paper

TRY

his recitations.”

(Cor. Ottawa),

I

named settler has filed notice of his intention
to make final proof in support of his claim, and
final entry thereof, and lhat said proof will be

the professors who gave him low marks as

enemies of his race, and tieated himself

Citt, Mich.,

December 27, 1880. |
is hereby given that the following

VTOTICE

Whittaker’s diary where he denounced

as a

No. 72

Notice for Publication.

colored orphan asylum. Ouc unfor-

school

CITY STORE,

CO.

ol a

D

Gravel, Diabetes, Dropsy, Bright’s Disease of the Kidneys,
Incontinence and Retention of Urine, Inflamation
of the Kidneys, Catarrh of the Bladder,
HIOII COLORED URINE, PAIN IN THE HACK, SIDE OR LOINS, NERVOUS
WEAKNESS, aud in fact all disorders of the Bladder mid Urinary Organs, whether
contracted by private diseases or otherwise. This gient temedy has luen used with
success lor nearly ten yearn in France, wiih the most wonderful curative i fleets. It
cure* by alteorption ; no nauseous internal medicines being required. W e have bundreds of testimonials of cures hy this Pad when all else had failed.

Ladies, >> you are suffering from Female Weakness, Leueorrlima. or dReases
peculiar to females, or in fact any disease, ask your druggist for PROF. GUILMETTE’S FRENCH KIDNEY PAD, and take no nther. If he has not got it send
$2 and you will receive the Pad by return mail. Address U. S. Branch

____

FRENCH PAD

CO-, Toledo*

Ohio.

Prof. Guilmett’s French Liver Pad.
W.ll positivelycure Fever and Ague. Dumb Ague. Ague Cake, Billions Fever, Jaundice, Dyp.psiiall diseases of the Liver.Stomach and Blood. The pad cures hy absorption,and is i mmanent.
your druggistfor this pad and take no other. If he does not keep it, send $1.50 to the
B RhNCH PAD CU.. (U. S. Branch) TOLEDO, OHIO, and receive it hy return mail.
For rale at Heber Walsh, wholesale and retail druggist. Holland. Mich
32-1y

and

FOR SALE.
A

HOUSE

YOUNG MEN

and lot. foundry and finishing shop
and lot, steitn engine, yard and all its appur- Will not only save money hut valuable time in th«
tenances. Inquire o
future by attendingthe Grand Bapids Busines*
W. H. WASHER.
t ollege, where they will receive a thirovgh, quickGrand Rnpli s. Mich fntnq. practical education.Send for College
Or Wm. H. Demino. Holland Mich. 22-6ra
29-ly

tY

Journal.

Chancery Sale.

c*.

Uringhul*,

woman

j

the 15th

THE DOCTOR’S TESTIMONY.

FehroarYi

dumb

other, and

if

he does not keep

it

Circuit Court Commissioner in and for Ottawa

and

County,Mich.
P. H. McDridb, Complainant’sSolicitor. 47-7w
re-

ceive one by mail post-paid.

r Outfitsent free to those who wish to engage
K In the most pleasant and profitable busincs*
A. I known. Everything new. Capital notrequlred. We will furnish you everything.$10
a day and upwards Is easily made without staying
away from home over night. No risk whatever.
Many new workers wanted at once. Many are
making fortunes at the business.Ladles as well as
men, and young boys aud girls make great pay.
No one who is willing to work fails to make more
money every dav than can be made in a week at
any ordinary employment.Those who engage at
once will find a short road to fortune. Address,
H. UALLKTT A CO., Portland, Maine.

Christmas Goods are about ex-

hausted, and
utock for

we have

replenished our

New Year’s. The

call for

Holiday Goods was so large that

we

feel

warranted in making a handsome display
lor

New

Year’s

lw

Day. Call and see

the

novelties.

H.

DANG

Prok. Guilraette’sname
word
is

in

France, and so

it

RE
is a

MONO.
household

should be

for

CENTS

10

he

which has performedsuch wonderfulcures

The Chicago Lodger
Europe next

spring.

will

fe

A Outfit furnished free, with ful Instructions
1 far conductingthe most profitablebusiness
1 that anyone can engage in. The business
W * vhi ry, easy to learn,and our instructions
are so simple and plain, that any one can make
great profits from the very start. No one cau fail
who is willing to work. Women are as successful
as men. Boys and girls can earn large sums
Many have made at the business over one hundred
dollars tn a aiugle week. Nothing like It ever
known before. All who engage aro surprised at
the ease and rapidity with which they are able to
make money. Yon can engage in this business
during your spare time at great profit.You do
not have to invest capital in it. We take all the
risk. Those who need ready money, should write
to us at once. All furnished free. Address,
TRUE 4 CO.. Augusta, Maine.
I

1

1

1

1

A

Send
48-5

In

w

your

will

be sent

to

_

for Mrs Freeman’s New National Dyas. For brightness and durability af
color they are nuequaled. Color 2 to 5 lbs., price 15 cunts.

1880.

i

FALL AND
n
fe

WINTER. 1880.

Bonnets, Hats, Feathers,
Flowers, Laces, Beaded and

Silk,
FRINGES AND GALOONS, CIRCULARS,
Dolmans, Cloaks, Plain & Brocade Velvet, Silks,

THE LEDGER,

Germantown Yarn, Woosted, Canvas, Embroidery,

SILK AND HAIR GOODS.

•A*v.
V

any

name. Address
aa<1m»««

A

JONES A SON,

SOLD BY P. R. LIEUIMOS.
Goto D. R. MBKNQS

Wanted.

year.

address, postage paid, §t the price! named above.
.

R.

Satins in all desirableColors. Crape, Gloves, Hosiery,

ONE DOLLAR

in diseases of the kidneys.

Preaident Wheeler

Morlqagm.
MoBbidi, AUorneytforMortquqtu.
41-18

\

.

Dealers in Dregs aud Surgical Instrnmentf*

-- 0-

the inventor of the French Kidney Pad,

Vica

MONTH

a

.

THE DRUGGIST’S TESTIMONY.
Messrs. Foster, Milburn & Co.:
Regarding the sale of Tbomus’ Eclectric Oil, we arc gratifiedin being able to inform you that since we took the agency, three months ago, for the sale and introduction of Eclectric Oil, our very large sales proves conclusively to our minds; this temedy
has extraordinarymerits as witnessed by the unprecedented sale. We anticipate a
large increase iu the sale, us its virtues become more generally known.
Yours, truly,

JAN PAUELS, .

.

Howard A

send $1.50

In a letter to the French Pad Co.,

Our

„

AREND VW8CUKR,

druggist for the great remedy, and take no

A. S. Russel, of Marion, Wayne Co., N. Y., says: The wonderful success of
Thomas’ Eclectric Oil in all cases of acute and chronic inflammation, catarrh, bronchitis, lame buck, eic., mike the demand for it very great.

Chicago, I1L

20u>

Sfi

cordMof Maple

cr

Beach 4 feet wood

Inquire of
45

-4

w

M.

MOHR

at the Soap Factory, Holland, Mich.

L.

&

Gv'-

S.

VAN -DEN
BERGE,
. - -HOLLAND, MIC H

EIGHTH STREET

The Phcenix Planing Mill has shut
down two week for repairs.

lotting*.

—

-

A Happy New Year

to

II

ul

st

Judging from appearances, the people clined a second call to
who were wishing for some more snow, Church of this city.

-

Van

A new

-

Pelt, of

--

We

Iu

order that Mechanics, Workingmen
who can not cull during the
day time, can do so in the evening,and
be able to select goods equally as well.

Chritte-

ami

-*•*-

notice many visitors in the

Holland language. H. Neyeuesch is
Publisher, and H. P. Oggel, Editor.
Religiously it will devote its columns to We

finest

city,

tbe Dutch Reformed Church of America.

Next Friday evening, January

7th, we spending the holidays with their friends,
—Pella Blade.
Lyceum but the weather has not been very favoraThe following cablegram reached ul
Hall. This is a chance for a good show. ble for out-door sport.
—
yesterday: Amsterdam, Dec. 80.— The
All the trains were late on Tuesday
List of letteis remaining in the post- dikes between Nieuwkerkand Vlymen, in
and Wednesday, and our New York ex- office at Holland, Mich., Dec. 30, 1880: tbe province of North Brabant, are broken
changes were a whole day longer on the S. Rosen, Bing M.’ Wentworth,isiah ami eighteen villages flooded. The damway than usual.
Sumiat, Karl Karnath.
age by the inundation is immense. A
Wm. Vkrheek, P. M.
commission for the relief of the sufferers

have Hi Henry’s Minstrels
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Mr. Q. A. Koning, slipped and fell his
arm out
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last,
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Grand

of
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Compa-

Hertsch Leather

pected that

it
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Invite nil to call and examine the Immense
stock of Men’s, Youths and Boys

and other tribes are again on the war path

ers)

early on

Monday morning into a severe
snow storm, which lasted with unabated
Spring fury until Thursday morning. The ther-

which was annexed a few years ago

in the

M.

church before us. and those
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who

send

on account of the large number in

many young hearts cheap thing, as the

made glad. It was really

price

would seem

land. It
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and ten
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at Yorkville, S.
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New
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Orleans

a beautiful
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Van Anrooi,

J. F.

Van

oldest son of

Mr.

American Republic, aud

lic than the
is

the whole

she

behalf of a rotten aristocracy,

then let her conic over hero

Sam

and Uncle

will learn her a lesson once more.

Read the following and see what they

at

Bridgewaterthink of the Minstrel troupe think about

Anrooi, of Graafschap,Mich., ar-

il

so opposed lo Liberty that she aches for

a fight in

-

following shows what the people

said to be a very anxious time

it in the

Netherlands:

coming here on January 7th.
New York, Dec. 29.— A London special
rived home on Thursday evening last from
says:
Prof. P. Darting of the University
“Hi Henry’s Minstrels opened the amuseOrange City, Iowa. He' has been away
ment season here on last Thursday night of Utrecht, Holland, has drawn up an adthree or four years, has grown considerby giviim at the BridgewaterOpera House dress “ to the British nation,” praying for
able in length, and looks the picture of
which

T&mi,

is

health.

pendence of tbe Dutch Boers

ever witnessed hereabout. Tbe ball conlast

elected officersof Unity Lodge, No.

& A. M.
number of
F.

tained the largestaudience ever assembled vaal.

the newly

were, duly installed.

A

therein, and Mr.

The

Hi Henry succeeded in signed in
|

of the Trans-

address is being numerously

the Netherlands,

and

large

We

and who had

solved to deprive the people of the Trans-

to

GRAND HAVEN

wait several hours for the train which was

vaal of their national Independence and

ITEMS.

incorporatetheir community with the

delayed by the storm, was found almost

men who were sent
him, and five of those

frozen to death by six
out to look after

»ix got frost-bittenbefore they

The yacht building

at Robertson’s yard

for H. Savidge, Esq.,

is

of a fine model,

free of charge in the city.

crown. Already many of yourselves, and notably your present prime
Biitish

Van Putten & Sons.

C

H

S

A.

Will be paid for old Iron at the Holland City
Foundry.

1880.
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Holland, Dec.
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Again ia Business.

ui traveling bags.
The undersignedhas again opened a

store of

Eighth and River Street*

,

where he hopes to see allhlaold customers,and
as many new ones as may deem It to their advan-

are the Leading

tage iu deal with him.

Merchant

Tailors,

The stock of goods offered for sale consists of

And keep all the best Woolen Clothes made In
the world. Suits or singlegarments made to order
on Short Notice, by the best artists nnd for less
rnmey than same goods can be bought In Chicago
or Detroit.
Mr. (t. A. Koning. will be pleasedto see his
friends when In tbe city and show them every attention where all are welcome at the

Provisions Etc.,
Coulrj Produce, Buttirud Egg!,

Taken

GREAT WARDROBE
-

E. S.

OF

-

Etc,,

Etc,

Exchange.

In

Call and See for Yourself.

PIERCE

UNDER THE TOWER CLOCK,

Gr^nd Rapids Michigan.

Duursema.

J.

1880.

Holland, April 17,

10-

NEW FIRM!

32-Smo

Read

New Stock! New Store!

This

!

!

Just Received at the Store of

-

last,

PROVISIONS, also

Holland, Sept. 24th. 1880.

Men and Boys Underwear.

the

on Tuesday night

of

full line

general merchandise, on the corner of

contains

minstrel troupe traveling. While tbe per“ It is with deep interest that we, the
members and their wives
formancesare mirth provoking thioughout undersignedDutch citizens, have followed
were present, and the affair was an enjoythere was nothing that the most refined the course of recent events concerningthe
able one. After the preliminaries a bouncould fiud fault with. lu fact it is a num- people of the Transvaal,who are by deteous supper was served and a general
ber one troupe of minstrelsy, which will scent of our own flesh and blood, and we
good time in a social way was had.
be greeted by a full bouse wherever they may not suppress the feeling of amaze------ -«•> ---are
known.”—
and Radical, West ment and regret which came upon us
One man. who was sent out on the
when the late government of England reMich. Central R. R. track to flag a train Bridgewater, Sept. 15, 1880.

&

Have nurown tuam and deliver goode

style.

191,

convincingour people that he has the best the following:

in Silks

G-R/OGJEIRIES
YANKEE NOTIONS, ETC.

EVERY GRADE OK

by all odds the finest minstrel performance the re establishment of the nationalinde-

On Monday evening

A

stock and assortment of
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mm

right to swallow up tbe Transvaal Repub-

Colored Plate that is worth

--

five inches.

E.

Ire-

We hope the Boers vill gain their independence. England never had any more

twice the price of the book.

The
Mr.

as a set off to

is

of

strong sewed and Cheap.

mesis seems to follow conquering nations.

12 pages,

deied paper, and

reports a few flakes, and Montgomery, Ala-

bama, has

1
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to

aud perhaps 500
There are four inches of snow at Co- illustrations— not cheap, but elegant
lumbus, Ga., fifteen inches at Greensboro, illustrations, on the very best of calansome work of
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V

PIERCE'S

have a

for the Gladstone Administration. A Ne-

ind cate, they will receive a very hand-

a lovely scene.

UFA

SCHOOL SUITS, well

10 cents to

and Grace (Episcopal) church were splen- James Vick, Rochester, N. Y., for it will
handsomely be disappointed. Instead of getting a
a great

We

is

did. The churches were
trimmed, and
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NO RISE IN PRICES AT

E. S.

The Christmastrees

MA

to

Britain has few disposable troops to send,

all klnda

Satins, Table Linens, etc.,

G.

tbe British possessions.Urgent requests

Duiker and Zwemer, Sr.

NKUKTIKsTand

Ribbons, Trimmings

ALL

Large Stock, Very Cheap.

have assembled and proclaimed anew

of

-ALSO,-

AND CHILDREN CLOTHING,

BOYS

full line

Gents’ Furnishing Goods,

WINTER

»NE PRICE TO

the Independenceof the TransvaalRepublic

ether

Woolen Yarn,

are now offeringfor

FALL AND

Lake on Friday, Dec. 17th, safe and mometer ranged at times as low as six de are sent to Britain by tbe colonial authorisound with hisjamily,and was installedIgrees below zero, and many frozen ear tips ties for troops, their militia being inadeBOYS’
on the following Sunday by the Revs./ and toes are heard of on all sides.
quate to quell these insurrections; but
Vick's Floral Guide.— This work

A complete variety of Germantown and

A

We

and that five thousand Boers (Dutch farm-

.

R*v. Jas. F. Zwemer, arrived at

Satin Skirts,etc., etc.

Alarming news comes again from South
Africa. It is reported that tbe Basutoa 2500 Overcoatsto Select from every

ny have again exhibited their accustomed of the Order ever known in that city.
-----.
will toward their employees,by pro
The quiet weather of last week changed
seating every one of them with a turkey

on Christmaseve.

FLANNELS.
and a novelty In SKIRTS— (beautiful cashmere)

1500 Woolen Suits to select front all grail v

will be the largestgathering

good

WATER PROOF,

A STRIKE FOR LIBERTY.

ex-

kinds of

CASHMERES.

all others

OUU OWX

Rapids, beginningon Tuesday,

all

CLOTHING Hosiery, Socks.

has been formed.”

Grand Lodge of Odd Fellows will

hold its annual session for 1881 in the City

replaced in a few minutes.

The Cuppon &

-«•»-

PUTTEN & SONS.
They have

DRESS GOODS,

religious paper will hereafter be

De
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id

have Just arrived at the store of

Great Wardrobe, G. VAN

thanks are due to Mr. Geo. S. Har- lijkc Ilcraut. It will be printed in tbe

the call to Cenlrcville, Mich.

—

the First Reformed

the Second Be* rington for a basket full of the
formed Church of this city, has declined apples we ever saw in mid-winter.
D.

j, Light, as at the

Fillmore Station. Mrs. Westcott isasisler of Mr. L. L. Strong.

issued from this office, called

Our

a o o

Not only sunlight, but the Electric

Marshall, Iowa, are visiting relatives at

of Grand Rapids, has de-

Winter

Let there le Light! Fall and,

Mrs. Westcott and her son Charles, of

wheat

90 cents.

to

Rev.

Key.

j

two months outlie Atlantic,

A mistake slipped in our market report

all.

Mr. Henry Brinkman, of Kalnmazoo, 88
made us a pleasant call on Thursday.

----

accountsagree that the gales dur-

have been of unusual severity.

on the first page, and should. read:

will get their wish.

All

ing the last

F.

& A. Steketee

SHAWLS
a

Boot & Kramer.
We respectfullyInvite the attention of our cltlrens to the stock of goods which we have opened
one door cast of K. Van dcr Veen's hardwareatore,
and the prices for which we offar them.

large assortmentof

AND LADIES &

CLOAKS.

MISSES'

got back and promises to be one of the fastest boats minister, have issued their energetic pro- Underwear for both Sexes. Flannel and Woolen
Blanke.s, Ribbons— as fine an assortmentas
test against the Transvaal annexation, as
any In the city— cheap. Nubias, Misses
on the river.
an act both unjust and impolitic. Yet did
and Children's Knit Hoods.

Teas, Coffees, sugars, Spices,

Laundry and
Soaps,

Toilet,

etc., etc.

to the station with their helpless charge.

A

congregational meeting will be
held on the afternoon of New Year’s Day
(Saturday) in the First Reformed Church
to transact business, among which is the
selectionof one of a trio, which was made
on Monday evening last, to extend a call

The barge building at Robertson’syard the people of the Transvaal cherish the COLUMBIA AND OTHER YARNS.
is now being planked. Although uot as
hope, assuredlynot quite unreasonably, Dress Goods from 10c and upward, and a full assortment of Ladles’ Hklrts.
large as the S. Hall, built here last sum- that the wrong Inflicted upon them would
mer, she will compare favorably with her
in every respect

and

is

exp

?ctEd to te con-

siderably faster.

be ultimately redressed ; but

that all

Gents’ White Shirts— the best 50c Shirt
ever sold In Holland.
their patience at last has given Feathers of the best grade always on hand at

way, and in despair they

-^-—A

III.; E. Winter, of Pella,

many

for the HollandCity Newt.

Mr.

bottom figures.

have taken up

The Milwaukee boats have run thus far arms. Britons, you who are a free people,
without
any material obstruction by ice,
Iowa, aud A. Zwemer, of Graafschap,
can not yourselves but sympathize with a
and
the
work of unloading and leading community, however comparativelyinsigMich.
has furnished employment for a great nificant, which your own powerful govSouth Holland,

of

Bilz, Register of Deeds, is out in his

paper, the Spring I/ike Republican, with a

persons, but if tbe present cold

Full Slock

—

of

'

—

column

article, abusing oue of the cit-

ern

meut may indeed scatter, may even ex- A

1

is

be stopped.

these considerations that

we

venture to

Otto Breyman

J0SLIJ7

Communicated.

We

term of the Circuit Court for trial.

yet entertain the

appeal

While

wishing all our subscribers a

Happy New Year, and many
would ask those of
the

Nkwu— who

supportingat

The

frame of the big steam barge

at

We

will

are

hope that

still inclined

to believe that the

to us,

must pay

in ad-

who think

it

costs very little to publish a

newspaper,we would

now

state that this paper,

proportions.Being intended for the iron England

as will enable her majesty’s

almost nine yean old, hat never paid,

and baa relied mainly, and does now, on

to

21.

1879.

custom-house measurment “We know no more reason why we should
will be annex tbe Boers than why the Boers should
carry over 1,500 tons. The vessel annex us, except that might makes right.”

to

have three masts, with canvas enough

to take care of, herself in case of accident

dealers

new shop we have purchassd
entirely new

Machinery of the most Apjtroved Pat tern

And we are

The Putt Mall Gautte, in a leading

t,

we can aatlefyall who
want

confident

Planing, Matching,
on

88-1?

in

Silver Ware, Watches, Clocks,

- Jewelry & Fancy

Goods.

A

STEAM

id

LUST

WERKMAN

* VAN ARK.

MEAT MABKET
—IN THE —
FIRST WARD.

ar-

ticle on the state of affairs in the Trans-

give me libertyor death l"

In rebuilding our

anything In oar line manufactured on ahorl
Watchmakers | Jewelers, Or
notice,

to her

to be about $85,000.

FHCBlSriX
Planing Mill

DRYING OF LUMBER WE SHALL
MAKE A SPECIALTY.
DOORS, SASH AND BLINDS,

machinery.The motive power will vaal, says: “At any time in the past three
other printing-work, commonly called job
All Kinds of Spectacles.
consist of an engine of 80x88, driving a years we have had U In our power to sework, and on Us reputation, acquired by 10 feet 4-inch wheel. Bteam will be supcure peace by concession and justice. We
arduoua labor and many privations, of plied by two boilers built of 7-16thsiron, of are entering on an expensive and irritating Full Line efCtold Peas.
doing that work in a first-classworkman- 8x15 feet dimensions each. The coat of war of conquest against a people whose inlike manner. Will you support tbe insti- tbe vessel,when completed,is calculated juries we admit.”
Repairing Neatly and Promptly Executed.
Patrick Henry would isy: “As for me,
tution?

Holland, Mich., June

AND TUI

will be.about 1,000 tons, but she
able

Goods.

BOOT & KRAMER.

min

permit Her

is

be pleased with

No trouble to Show

ZDR/TT

ore trade, and calculated to carry a large isters to undo an act of illiberality, which

35 feet; depth of hold 18 feet. The frame
The Tjondon Truth of the 29th hopes that
six months (provided, tbe parties are being all up the planking will be comno money will be expended in forcing the
known to be frusfworthy).Parties from menced with as soon as the weather will
Boers to remain British subjects. It says:

unknown

CASH.

FC(R

Give ns a trial and yon will
goods and Prices.

WE HAVE

over three months, and $2.00 if you wait

tanee. For the information of some people,

(P

Re-Sawing Done.

not be entirely disregarded.

we Kirby’s yard is up now, and any casual mighty voice of public opinion will lend
our friends, who like observer can form an idea of her grand such support to the present government of

least one paper in this large

A

this our

Colony printed in the English language— load with a light draft of water; she will a cabinet of known liberal sentiments
to procure for us, each and every one of be very flat on the bottom, but with an
would never have approved or carried
you-a new subscriber. Our rates remain easy entrance and a clean run. Her di- out.”
the same: $1.50 per year if paid in ad- mensions are as fot'ows: Length of keel
It is refreshing to see the following in
ance; $1.75 if you wait with your pay 230 feet; over all 245 feet; breadth of beam British papers:

abroad,

& mEYJdAJI,

of them,

believe in keeping and

Candles, Tobaccos and
Flower Pots, Hanging

should last any length of time, there

Salt by the pound or barrel.— Harris &
Smith’s Safety Lamps, and many more
izens ot Grand Haven. Whether actuated
issue our direct appeal to the sentiments
The examination in the case of the Peogoods, too numerous to mention.
by malice, or bile on the stomach, 'tis hard
of British fairness.The people of Engple m. Alexander Lelonde,for an assault
to tell. The article certainly ia conspiculand will not submit to the dishonor
Come and inspect our Stock,
with intent to commit rape was concluded
ous for length it nothing more. It seems
P. A A. STEKETEE.
wh.ch
must
inevitable
follow
a
conflict
a few days ago at Justice Pagelson’s office.
Holland, Oct. 1st, 1880.
to us that neither the subject discussed,
There being no evidence offered iu defence both unequal and iniquitous— a conflict
nor the manner and temper in which it is
the matter looks rather blue at present for with one of the weakest of communities,
discussed, entitles it to the prominence
Mr. Lelonde, but there are a good many a conflict with* a people that demands
which it occupiesin his journal. As an
rumors ou the street that on the trial of nothing more than to live In peace and
Successorto
•d. we might have been Induced to give
the case another state of facts will be de- quiet under the laws of their own framing,
it some prominence, at half rates. Noveloped. In the mean time he Is held un- while tilling the soil which is theirs, acbody could afford to reply to It at that.—
der bail for his appearance at the January quired under peril and by their own care.
six

ALL CHE

GROCERIES

better 50c Tea than ever; Roasted Coffee of
many varietiesme
Deal che
The beat
cheefe. New Holland
Herring,
by the keg or piece. The Best Oat Meal
terminate, but which will never suffer
always
on
hand
and
fresh,
etc.
etc.
a probability that the regular trafficwill
itself to be entirelysubdued. It is on

spell

judges. Fine

Cigars, Toys, Notions,
Baskets in great variety.

the expectations of this people have been
baffled,

to. The three consist of Revs. J. Kremer,

now

Our 40 cent Tea Is called A No. 1 for the price by

expert

Hoijund March S4.1880.
,

'

8-lj.

The ondenlgned annonncea to the Public that
they have finished their sew Meat Market and art
now ready to aapply their caatomei a with allklnde
of Meats and Sauaag i. By promptaeM and fair
dealing they feel confident of giving aatiafsctloa
to all thoee who wish lo favor them with part of
their trade.
The stand ia one door weat of the store oa
corner of Eighth an Flnh Street.

__

Holland. Jalrli 1878.

W.
J.

BCTKAU.
VAN ZOBBEM.

OH

THE EVE OF THE WEDDING.

“And the crest?”
“The crest! Ah, that my young

How delightful to see her in her own
peculiar atmosphere, ministeringto the
sick brother who is all she has in the

and should, consequently, be preferred.
These long sea journeys, however, seem
0, low, IWore w» part to-night,
charge
were
with
me!
Stupid
to have
more suited to those who belong to the
'•fore the last •• I will " is spoken—
forgotten. The cresl of the Deloroines. world ; to look upon, if one cannot en- second category— to the tired and the
M'fore the ring lias t niched ray nsnd,
>f pure, true, cmlleralove the token—
It is a lion, pansant or—? No, I am joy, the beautiful tendernessof a gentle weary — than to the really ill. The usual
Before tne church with h‘ly rite
wrong. Unfortunate that she should be sister to an afflicted brother.
period for departure is October or NoHer Messing on onr love Ins given,
The Barks, Roots and Herbs
But my letters wait, and I toy with vember. — British Medical Journal.
Boik straightInto my o>e» with yours,
too unwell to accompany me. But it is
And answer mo In eight of Heaven.
immaterial ;J will take it for her inspec- them. This is a hand I know. What
FROM WHICH VEGETINE IS MADE
Artemns Ward.
tion; she will recognize it immediately.” does Fred want, I wonder? I tear it
Is there within your heart of hearts
When, in 1863, Ward conceived tho
One lingeringshadow of regret—
“I fear, madam, that I should scarcely open ! I read
‘ne thought that you have chosen ill ?
idea
of making a lecture tour through
Dear
Jack
:
What
a
queer
chance
if
you
lie justified—”
Oli ! si'esk—’tls not t. o Into even yet.
SOLD FOR
have stumbled upon my ring. I was obliged California— a great undertaking in those
I- there in all this vor.it of ours
“Sir!”
to run down to Rumford late last evening, and
O'.H you have ever known or
«
days—
ho
engaged
tho
writer
to
accom“I feel it my duty," I said, firmly, never missed it till we Blackenedat Ilford. A
" bora, if yon had earlier seen or known,
“under the circumstances,to take every pretty taking I’ve been in. If it's mine, the pany him ns an agent, offering a salary
Vou would have crownedyour chosen queen ^
precaution against mistakes. I trust crest is inside. You know it— & mailed band that made the insignificantpay of a
Is IliiTt? I pray yon to*.; me now,
Cleveland “local” blush with shame.
the young lady is not too seriously in- holding a lance, and the motto: “ Armed at
And I v'ih hold you IhiuimI no more.
all points." Verily, truth is stranger than ficNot knowing that lecturers, and espedisposed to give you the necessary inI will no: Clnoh to hear the truth.
tion. Keep it for
Fred Pyxing.
I? c'ti'd not Ik* so sad, so sore,
cially humorists,have a way of engagformation.”
To know it now, as It wou’d Iw
.Idiot!
Gull!
It
is
quite useless to
ing every man ns agent who professes a For Kidney Complaint
‘Vary well, sir. Exceedingly well,
li by uu.i hy a shadow fell
ynll
myself
names.
It is almost super- desire to travel, I made all preparationa
Nervous Debility.
Upon the sunshine of our home;
sir. I fancied— yes, actually fancied—
fluous
to add that when I called at acerSo, if you ever loved me - tell.
to
go,
resigned
situation,
and
that I was speaking to a gentleman. You
ISLIBBono, Mo,, Doo. 28, 1877.
Mr. Rtevfnb:
will Imd, air, that the lady principal of
“
^ ‘l'- anxiouslyawaited my summons.
I'd hold you pure from blame, dear love’
Dear Sir— I had had a cough for eighteenrear*, when
As I waited various articleswere sold I commenced taking the Vegetinn. I waa rery low; mi
And I would leave you free as nir,
n female college is not to he insulted [ qulro f°r ?Ils1 h",''-'' H,nmll“n; ‘J'O
waa debilitatedhy dlaeaae. I had the Kldnej
To woo and wiu that happier one;
was
not
to
be
found
Probably
the to pay exjienses. I ate my stove, I re- avitem
Complaint,and waa lerr nerroua — cough bad, hings sore.
with impunity. Goo<l morning ”
All this for your dear sake I'd bear.
When
I had taken one l>ottlaI foundlt waa helping me;
dear
Alfred"
had
required
speedy
member ; I think I drank up my bureau. it haa hel;>ed my cough, and It atrengthnname. I am
I will net say how I wou.d prav
Very harrowing this. I am scarcely
fiiange of air ; probably brother and sisThat Ood might hare- you In His care;
At length, when nearly everything bad now able to do my work. Never have fowd anything
recovered
from
my
lady
governess,
when
‘ike the Vegetlno. 1 know it la everythingIt la recomThat would Iw easy— when I think
r were even embracing in rapturous gone, I learned that Ward had gone,
mended to
Mub A. J. PENDLETON.
Of you, my heart Is all one prayer.
there is a dash of wheels to the door,
titude over the relic of one lost to too, taking another agent. I was natand a young fellow,flinging the reins to a
But oou d I Join her name with yours.
them so lately. Was that dear one not urally incensed, and resolvedthat there
groom in liyery, springs up the steps to
And call down bless' ug from shove
Dr.
Writes :
lost, but transformed? Had the silver- would be a severe settlementwhen next
On her who had roblwd me of my all—
the door-bell.
haired patriarch of the first visit we met. I rehearsed the anticipated Scrofula,Liver Complaint,DyNpcptiin.
My life— my light— my cult love?
“Oh, dash it !” he begins, breathing changed to the dashing buck of the
Yes even that I'd try to do ;
Ilitetiniatiliiii, U'eakneiw.
scene frequently, and resolved just how
Although my lonely heart should break,
out a volume of stale tobacco, “I beg third ? And was the virtuous teacher of
Til try to say, “O.sl bless her " too,
I would go to work and annihilate him.
H. R. Rtevenb, Ronton
your pardon, and that, but the old wom- youth only the tender sister in masquerThrough blinding tears for your sw eet sake.
I hare been uractlclngmedicine for twontv-flve years,
Our meeting was in New York in
an— (fash it ! that’s my mother — told me ade? On my word, I believe so ; I dare
and n» a remedy for Scrofula, Liver Complaint,DyapepJuly,
1864.
I
had
heard
of
his
return
ela,
Rheumatism,Weakness, and all alaoaaeaof the
I'm looking up Into your eyes
I should find my ring here ; so I ordered
say they are enioying the joke. Possi- from California, and prepared to empty blood, I have never found it. equal. I have sold Vegutlna
But, though my own with tears are dim,
for seven years, and have never had one bottle returned.
out the vessel and the cats and Spun
I read that in their true, dear depths,
bly it is a dodge often repeated. But the vials of my wrath upon his head.
I would heartilyrecommendIt to those la need of a blood
Which tollsme, “You may trust in him.”
along like ninepence for it.”
Du. W. K088, Druggist,
what
am
I
to
say
to
Fred
?
I will— I wlUl— It needs no words,
My
slumbering indignation flamed up
Sept. IS,
Wilton,Iowa.
“ I shall be very glad to restore the
Though yours are flowing warm and fast,
at once. I thought of the cooking-stove
ring I was so unfortunateto find when I
And eloquent with truth and love-;
VegetlneIn Powder Form la Bold by all drugI had devoured, and the various articles gist,
Portrait of Uncle Sam.
lata and
an general stores. If you cannot hoy It of tham,
Forfftve-mydoubts— they are the last!
can discoverits owner.”
Fncloae
fitly cent, in postiMce stamps forgone packa^,
inclose
fUljy
-^Chainbtrt'Journal.
In personal appearance, Uncle Sam is of household furniture I drank up, and br one
“ Lfiscover ! dash it ! didn’t I tell you
return
mall.
was about to go for him, when Ward
it's mine? I say, I wish you wouldn’t a tall, bony, healthy-lookingman, apparentlyof 45 ; for, though born in 177(5, suddenly rushed forward aud, grasping
lie
so
precious
slow
—
I
don’t
want
the
Bing,
me warmly by the hand, exclaimed
cats to catch cold— I’ve just had ’em he bears his age well, and seems to bo
“Why, Gris, old boy, how are you?
I saw it kicked by the careless bal mo- shampooed, y’ know, napthted, and getting younger every day. He loves to
PREPARED BY
ral of a jaunty nurse. I saw a fat morsel that.”
brag of his establishment,and puts him- When did you get back from California?”
of humanity make for it with a bey
self on such an equality with the people
What sort of a ring was yours?”
H. R. STEVENS, Boston, Mass.
As I looked at iiim, speechless with
broken into diverse hey-es-eysby pudgy
that
a
train
of
hangers
on
are
always
at
“What sort? Oh, come,
if you
trotting, and I shipped and secured it, didn’t know— that’s good.”
his elbow. There are always at his ta- amazement, be continued: “Tliev told
thereby causing the fat one to pull up
ble
a number of gray-headed old fellows, me you came home ‘around the Horn,’
I intimatedthat 1 should be glad to
short, stare at me with two black cur- find out if he knew.
who were his companions in youth, and but I never knew you to go around a
born yet— join me.”
rants set in a dreary expanse of dough,
“ Not know my own ring, eh ! I know of whose services he continuallyspeaks.
Now Ward had a very persuasive way
insert a dumpy thumb in an orifice of it’s worth a couple of ponies. Come, He loves to boast how Tom Such-a-ono
of locking his arm in with another’s, and
the same expanse, and trot back again jet’s hear the damage and I'll stump up.” saved his life at Bunker Hill, and how
with that stolid resignation under disapDick Somebody whipped a fellow that in a momentary fit of weakness I went
“ I cannot give up the ring unless you
pointment which is the peculiar attri- describe it.”
assaultedhim at Futaw. He often, too, along.
“Ward!” said I sternly, “I owe you
bute of the London infantile population.
“ 0, dash it ! don’t chaff a fellow now. wipes his eyes when he looks at the pictHaving ascertainedthe nature of my I don’t care a hap about the tiling, only ure of a tall General, hanging up in his a licking on account of that California
prize, I proceededto meditate on the it belonged to some defunct party, and parlor, who, he says, whipped a fellow agency business, but will put it off until
proper course to pursue, which medi- the governor would cut up so deuced named Pakeuham, who once tried to we drink.”
“Put it. off as long as you want to,”
tation resulted in the following adverrough. I’ve got heaps of ’em. Come, take away one of his girls aud a cotton
replied Ward, in a tone of generous actisement
bale.
On
these
occasions
Uncle
Sam
I’ll swap you any one of these because of
Fou\d.— This evening, Wednesday,in Rewill become greatly excited, and, taking commodation, as though I was speaking
governor.”
gent’s 1'ark. nearly opposite the New College, a
off his cocked hat — which, he says, was about returning him a loan. “If you
J. respectfully declinedthe proposal.
valuable (liiiiuoudline.* The owner m^y rethe gift of his old friend George Wash- owe me a licking pay me when you get
cover it by calling at No. 10 Winton place, etc.
“ Well, dash it,” explained the young
ready. I am in no hurry. Don’t care
Before noon, on the following day, I fellow, as though struck with a sudden ington— will swear he has the best land
if yon never pay it.”
in
the
world,
and
can
out-run,
out-jump,
was making my most courteous bow to a idea, “what a couple of muffs we are!
Numerous were the unavailing efforts
venerable-looking
old gentleman, whose I could tell you in a minute if it’s mine, and whip any man on the hill. In
that I made to bring Ward to a settletruth,
these
are
but
eccentricities
of
a
white face and benevolentsmile added a dash it !”
character which is so mixed up with ment. When I would commence, “Now,
double charm to the grace with which
I replied that I was very sorry that I
Artemus, how about that California
he stepped forward, ami, waiving cere- could not oblige him, and, adding that , generous virtues as to be excusable.
be had better obtain an exact descrin- 1 ThouKk inchne, t° peace, he can some- business?” he would interrupt—“Oh,
mony, extended his hand, saying
.
i rnnne v\luv
wx ]\rorrfT«irf
times play the
braggart,cirwi
and is r\y\r\
one of never mind that whipping. No hurry
“ You have taken a great weight frpm
tion of the thing from his governor, I
at all. Send it through tho mail — or
those
who,
while
he
will
give
his
life in
my mind, my young friend, and must recommended him not to keep the cats
telegraph it. Let’s drink.”
the
way
of
friendship,
in
the
matter
of
allow me to thank you.”
longer in the cold
Sleep, Appetite and Strength
I have got even, however, in a measbargains
will stickle on the ninth part of
The insinuating delicacy of the ad
Mem. I am getting exceedinglytired
Return
when Hostetler’s Stomvch Bitters IsNyatematlo.
ure— I have engaged a number of agents
jective (I am not more than 45) was, of my treasure-trove.I retire to my a hair. At any attempt upon him of this
ally used by a bilious dyspeptic sufferer.Moreover,
myself.—
A.
M.
Griswold.
perhaps, not without its effect I ac- room with a view of dressing to go out. character, he will shoulder his cane and
since the brain sympathizes closely with the stomach
and its associate organs, the liver and ti» bowels,aa
cepted the proffered pledge of amity in I am informed that a lady wishes to see act out as many maneuvers as a halfPutting Up SartHnes.
^helr derangement Is rectified hy the action of the Bitrespectful silence.
me, and I am afraid my mental calcula- pay Lieutenant of infantry. On the
The little town of Eastport,Me., situ- ters, mental despondencyproducedby that derangewhole,
he
is
one
of
those
who
will
cud“ A young man,” continued the patri- tion was not complimentaryto the lady
ated as it is at the most eastern extremi- ment disappears.
gel his best friend in a cause in which
arch, “ may possibly find it difficultto in question.
ty of the United States, and frequently tW For sale by all Druggistsand Dealersgenerally.
he is engaged, and embrace his bitterest
understand how the loss of a trinket
called the “jumping oft place,” has,
A
tall, graceful figure, draped in heavy
enemy in whose conduct is observable
can be the source of positive suffering
mourning, rises at my entrance.She the smallest principle of magnanimity within the last few years, become tho
to an old one ; but— I am alluding to
center of quite an industry — the putting
my lost ring — there are associations opens the negotiation in some confus- and honor. — Southern Literary Gazette. up of sardines. Extensive factories
ion, turning away her face. Shelias come
connected with it which— ahem ! This
have been built on most of the many
An Unpopular Man.
to me in the hope of regaining a ring,
is childish ; you will excuse my emowharves out into PassamaqtKxldy bay, New l.aw. Thousands of Soldlerf and hetraeutT-leA
carelessly
lost, the parting gift of a fond
Bill collectors, who are only doing
tion.”
and from small beginnings the putting Fenalonadate back to dischargeor death. (Yew itesd.A
lather to her brother and herself.
their duty and trying to make other men
I bowed profoundly in the presence of
up of these little fish has attained large Address,with stamp,
his natural emotion.
ttEORCtl K. LEMON,
My eyes rested on the crape about her
Pls^
proportions.
have a hard time of it. Everybody
“ I have passed some hours of sleep- dress — on her pale, beautiful face, from
P. O. Drawer
Washington,D. O.
Tho fish used are very small herrings,
lessnessand distress, from which you which the blush of confusionand timid- thinks it is his right to snub the bill col- which a few years ago were considered
have been the means of relieving me ; I ity had faded. Deferentially I request lector. Poor fellow 1 ho is perpetually almost worthless,being used only for
trying to catch sight of the man who has
feel deeply indebted to you. There re- her to describeit.
pomace. They are very abundant at
mains nothing now but to reimburse you
“A large diamond, handsome," she just gone round the corner, who will be certain seasons of the year, and are
back in five minutes, so the clerk says,
f°r— ”
I believed, “ but valuable to her for far
caught in largo weirs, constniuted for
but who never comes back until the old
“Excuse me, sir,” I stammered, rath- ' other reasons.”
the purpose, along the shore of the It the Original” Concentrated Lye and RallabW
Family Soap Maker. Directionsaccompanyeach Oaa
er hurriedly, “but, if the ring is yours, “ But,” I said, gently, “chased on the bill collector has gone. It is on record neighboring islands. The weirs someir making Hard, .Soft and Toilet Hoasp quickly.
that by some strange fatuity of fortime
you can undoubtedly describe its ; gold inside the ring there is — ”
what resemble a rustic fence extending
i^poNiF^^d'a^o^.
,oar ‘roo#r
armorial
“A crest ; I am aware of it,” she au- a collectoronce found Ins debtor ’ at out into the water. The fish swiipming
circumstancenearly took in with the tide are left as tho tide falls Penn’a Salt Mauufact’ng Co., Phila.
Armorial bearings, sir
was a were/1, sadly, ImtTknow *uothing**of j J^6*
diamond ring.”
v»* never given
/riven it
for> llke tl>e Wandering
heraldry, and have
it more
more klH
below the weir, and are taken by means
Jew, he had been flying from pillar to
“Certainly.”
i than a second glance. My brother is
of dip-nets,by men who go into the
jxist for nearly a year, and had never
Deafness, Ear Diseases, Catarrh.
<4 A plain diamond ring,” repeated the l dying, sir," she said, lifting up her pale
weirs in boatsTor that purpose. Someonce found the right man in tho right
'old gentleman, sternly. “Do not at- face to mine. “Only this morning he
Dr. C. E. HIIOF.M AK F,R, the wefi-knownexpetimes a hmidfed hogsheads of fish are
rlenced Aural Surgeon, Author, and Writer on the
tempt to play tricks on me, young man. i missed the ring from my finger, uneas- place ; but be took out his battered wal- taken at one time.
alxive Diseases, may l>e consulted by mail or personally
let and presented the account, yellow
his office, No. «15 Walnut 8t., Keudlng, Pn.
I will point out to yon directly— ”
ily ; we were alone in tho world ; it is
On reaching the factory the fish go at
H‘» small book sent free. His large and complete work
with age, and humbly asked for a settle“I beg your pardon,” said I, drawing ! the only relic left of one so lately taken
pages on Deafness. Diseasesof the Har and
through a process of drying, and then,
ment. “ You must call again,” was the
Tonsils, and Catarrh, and their proper treatment ; price
back from the outstretchedhand, “but, I from us ; how can I tell him it is lost?”
when partially fried in olive oil, are put •S by mail.
stem, imperative demand of the man,
NOTE.— No one wlH queationDr. Shoemaker's stand“ I am sorry to pain you,” I said, tryUs the ring in my possession is surely
who never intended to have money, up in small tin boxes bearing a French ing or skill.
ing
to
be
firm,
“but
it
would
be
more
engraved with a crest and motto, I conbrand, and cannot be distinguishedin
enough to pay that bill. The victim
clude it cannot bo the one you are in satisfactory for all parties, and cause
appearance from the imported article,
with
the threadbare clothes and tho
“Dr. Sykes’ Sure
search of.”
but little delay, if you could obtain the
Thousands of these boxes are put up in
worn-out shoes suggested that it was not
The old gentleman eyed me for a mo- description from your brother.”
a day, almost a thousand persons being
ment
, Without a word she turned away ; the easy to go up three flights of stairs three employed in the business. These factimes a day in order to find the ominous
I am afraid you are right,” he mournful resignation of
' her air aud atword “ out” on the office door: “Well,”!torics are controlled by New York firms.
Cures Without Fall. Ask your Druggistfor It
sighed, in a tone of deep dejection ; “ I titude touched me, and as she turned I
There are, too, other ways of preparsaid the haughty debtor, “perhaps you
Price of " Sure Cure" and " Insufflator" all complete
must seek further. Alius 1 what a mel- saw a tear roll silentlydown and fall
ing these fish. One variety resembling
would like to have me rent a room on the
Is only $t.50. Valuable book of full infennaUon, 10
ancholy terminationof my hopeful jour- upon the hand stretched to the doorvery much the potted herring, and preName this paper and address
first floor for the sake of my creditors.”
DR. C. IL SYKES, 169 K. Madison 8L, Chicago,HI.
ney.”
handle. I couldn’t stand it.
pared
with mustard, are eallbd marines,
The old bill collector uttered a deep sigh,
‘Speed the parting, welcome the
Stop,” I exclaimed, “ one moment. put bis wallet back into his pocket, and and find a ready sale in the Western
coining guest,” is a very good motto. I aui sure — I feel certain — I may trust
walked into a back alley where his home markets. During the winter great quanI made no attempt to detain my vener- you. You will tell me— ”
was, while the jaunty debtor sprang into tities of herring, which are too largo to
able friend; but as ho turned toward
put up in this manner, are frozen, and
I take tho ring from its security ; I
hi& landau and went up to the park for a
the door I am certain I saw, beneath hold it out timidly for the blue eyes to
are shipped in barrels to all parts of the
drive. Such is life.
the silver hairs, a lock of dark and sinn- examine.
country.
ing brown.
I see vet the look of delight overSea Voyages for Invalids.
Iron and Bronze.
My next visitorwas a lady, extensive- spread lier fine features — I see the exThe rapid traveling of large steam
Prof.
Huntington,
of Kings College,
ly got up, of inqiosing height and car- pression of almost childish pleasure in
JHSTEY& c: Bs ATTLEBORO VX
vessels is a disadvantage for those who
London,
is
not
convinced
that tho belief
riage, rouged, scented, spectacled.
her eyes as she looked up at me and go to sea for the sake of protracted navAGENTS WANTED FOR THE
We meet under singular circum- clasped her hands aud cried out : “The igation. They reach their destination that manldiul employed bronze liefore
iron is well founded. It is true, indeed,
stances, " began this lady, uith a conde- ring, the ring 1 0, Alfred, my dear too soon, and the changes of climate are
that more bronze than iron implements
scending haughtiness; “I am the prin- brother ”
too npid. In the voyage to Australia,
hata come down to us from prehistoric
cipal of a college for young ladies.”
Her hand fcas upon it ; such a tremu- for instance, a few days after the deportWith a deferential bow at the honor lous, happy eagerness in her glance; ure from England, worm weather is times; but tho force of that fact is weak- Embracing full and authenticacoonntaef every nation
ened considerablyby the very important of ancientand modem times, and includinga history of
done me, I begged to know what had pro- | such a caressing fondness in her way of readied ; then hot weather, when the
consideration, frequently disregarded, Uprise and fall of the Greek and Roman Hmpiree,the
cured it
i fingering it How pretty she was.
middle ages, the crusades, the feudal system, the refortropic has been passed ; moist, as well
that'kon oxidizes very rapidly—is soon mstion
— ---the discovery and settlementira
-of the
saev glow
New World,
vw’Siu,
“In the hours of recreationwe are
My dear cliild (I am 45), it gives as hot weather, when the equatorial
etc. It contains<11* fine historical engravings,
reduced to rust; whilq bronze, on the etc.,
Mdta
the
most
complete
History
of
the
World
ever
accustomed to promenadein the park— mo sincere pleasuro*-” Then I stam- calms have been reached. As the ves*
other hand, decays very slowly. At a published. Rend for specimen pages sad extra terms to
a delightful spot, so suggestive of the i mered : then I sprang after her. “At sel arrives near the southern limit of its
Agents. Address
very remote period the. inhabitants of In-'*
NATIONAL PUBLISHING 00., Ghlcago.HIblushing oountry. During our ramble j least you will leave your address with navigation, in the Pacific ocean, the
dia were well acquaintedwith the workyesterday a young lady under my charge 1 me.”
temperature again becomes cold— Aus- ing of iron, aud there is every reason to
was so unfortunateas to lose her ring.
“Ah, sir,” she says, sadlv, handing tralia being reached in about forty-five believe that the ancient Egyptians could
You, sir, are the fortunate finder.”
mo the card on which she had been pen- days. All these extreme changes within also manufacture it. Man, in a very
*M certainlydid, madam, pick up a ciling, “some day yon will be sorry so short a period are very trying to those
savage state, may have a practical
ring, but—”
who are really ill, and often do them knowledge of tho nature and use of iron,
for this. You do not trust me. ”
“ Ah, how grateful my pupil will l>e at
Certainly I am a brute. The accent more harm than the pure sea air can do as has been proved by the finding of
beholding it again 1” exclaimed the of reproach in her voice haunts me; the them good. Australia, also, is reached iron assegais of native workmanship in
beM la Ue Werld, f«r sale by the
teacher of youth, clasping her hands ec- sorrowful glance of hereye— how pretty in the middle of their summer ; and at
Zulnhuid. The hard and fast lines usC-~'y she is 1 I sit down to my breakfastin Melbourneand Sydney, where most inually drawn to indicate human progress Rt.Panl.IiMeaiolisiMaoilitiafLB.CO,
“Describe it”
Three dellan per aew allowedthe wMler fer break*
the morning, half inclined to call at the valids go, it is too hot. In Tasmania first from the stone, then to the bronze,
taW aadeeltlvefcm. For particulars apply te
“Describe it 1 A diamond ring, hand- address given, and apologize for my and New Zealand tho climate is more
and lastly to the iron age, need to be reD. A. MoKINLfkY,
some and massive,bat plain.’*
heathenishdistrust
like that of our own English summer, laxed, to say the least.
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shortly, had a regular peach crop, while
now it is the rule for such crops to fail ;
soiEwnBT snya
The whole globe almost the same is the case with regard
e' •<} urine 1,200,000,000inhabitants. If
to the far more hardy apples and other
• ‘('h man, woman and chifcl could puD fruits. Light frosts in May and June
with a force of 100 pounds, to move a are no longer a rarity ; the wheat marbar of steel 5,280 feet wide and as many ket was in many places entirely killed
thick, it would require the united efforts by frost ; in others from 20 to 40 per
of 2,000 such worlds as this.”
cent, was lost. In many States in which,

facts for the curious.

Guilty of Wrong.
Some people have a fashion of confusing

:

excellent remedies with the large mass of “ patent medicines,” and iu this they are guilty of &

wrong. There are some advertisedremedies
fully worth all that is asked for them, and one
at least we know of— Hop Bitters.The writer
has had occasion to use the Bitters in just such
u climateas wo have most of Uie year in Bay
City, and has always found them to he first
clitss aud reliable,doing all That is claimed for

Ln the middle ages cats, once the ob- at the commencementof the present tlmn.— Tribune.
ect of veneration in Egypt, were in century, spring used to happen in FebConsolation.
ranee looked upon as satanic agents, ruary it is now delayed until the end of
An
honest
shoemaker peering into
April,
and
the
growing
of
wheat
has
beand were burned alive. In Paris every
_
St. JoEn’s day a number of the abhorred come altogether problematical ! An^of- a restaurant, saw one of his fashiontable
animals were heaped up in baskets and ticial report from Illinois (July, 1879), able customers seated at
bags in the Place de Greve, to afford an on the harvest, prospect, climate, etc., covered with all the delicacies (4
auto-da-fe, the sovereignhimself setting say? that the crops had suffered greatly the season, including a large bottle ol
from the want of rains in spring and green seal and two canvas-hack ducks!
tire to the pile.
Bushing in, the irate tradesman exAccoBDiNa to the best authorities,the the continuingcold winds, and the cause
of both is referred to the indiscriminate claimciV.
quantity of salt contained in the sea
“You haven’t got money to pay me
destruction of woodland. — Minncapuli*
amounts to 400,000,000,000,000cubic
for the boots you have got on, but you
Tribune.
feet, which, if placed in a pile, would
can afford to pay for all manner of deliform a mass 140 miles long, as many
No More Hard Times.
cacies.”
broad, and as many high ; or, otherwise
If you will stop Bpending bo much on fine
The young man wiped his mustache,
disposed, would cover the whole of Eu- clothes, rich food and stylo, buy good, healthy
and looking around to see that he was
rope — laiuuua,
islands, ocas
seas uuu
and mr
alb—
— to
wj the
me uxmi,
newer ciotmng
food, cuoaper
cheaper ana
and better
clothing ; get more
not overheard, responded in a whisper:
height of the summit of Mont Blanc, real and substantialthings of life every wav,
“Don’t be deceived by appearRuces.
which is about 10,000 feet
| and <*p©cially stop the foolish habit of employYou
must not lose confidencein me. 1
t,_ • y
, ing expensive, quack doctors or using so much
lx is ailncult to realize the enormous of the vile humbug medicine that does you don’t expect to pay for this little banquet
power of the bright 8i>eck, Jupiter, shin- onlyharm, but put your trust in that simple, any more than l expect to pay you for
ing so quietly in the sky. A writer has pure remedy, Hop Bitters ; that cures al frays the boots. ^
_
shown that the power which the sun bus at a trilling cost, and you will boo good times
and have good h ea th — Ckron icle.
I have no more doubt of the beneficialeffects
to put forth to hold Jupiter in his orbit
tif Warner's Safe Kidney and Liver Cure than I
is equal to the combined strength of
have that the Genesee river empties into Lake
How to Cure Exaggeration.
170, OIK), 000 bars of solid steel, each one
Ontario. -AVo. J. K. linnkin, I). 1)., WashSome habits arc so uuconscioulvprac- imjlt-n, 1). C.
a mile in diameter. Jupiter’s pull upon
the earth, according to the same author- ticed that a movement to mend them is
Arkansiansare tough, and so arc the
ity, is equal to the strength of 23,000,- the only way to detect them. The bourn
stories they tell sometimes. Mr. Jack
000,000 liars of steel, each of them one I iu one,fl 0W11
noticed than the
Welch, of that State, was driving across
foot ill diameter.So, if the mere power niote in another person’s eye.
a bridge one night, when a gust of wind
of gravity wi re all that was required to! A family while at the breakfast table took his horses off their feet, upset the
make Jupiter’s approach dangerousto (,ne morning pledged to observe the wagon, and blew Welch himself over
the earth, evidently he is not lucking in 1 strictest veracity for that day. A memthe parapet. He fell sixty feet, sank to
tho power. But no one need fear that i her of the family tells the “ consequenthe bottom of the river, rose, swam
the sisterhood of worlds which acknowl- ces.
ashore, recovered his horses, and drove
As a first-fruit of the resolve, we asked
edge the dominion of the sun will prove
home. The little Rock (iazrtte, vouches
the one who suggested it:
equally destructive.
for Mr. Js-'k Welch as a
habitmd
“What made you so late at breakfast
•rncity.
Hans Buckner, a skillful German this morning?”
experimenter,announces a discoveryof
The Epizootic
She hesitated, began with “ Because I
great interest and importancein its
Has
again
made
ita appearance in various parts
couldn’t”— and then, true to her combearing upon the theory of evolution.
of the country. Ah preventionis better than
pact, said: “The truth is. I was lazy
cure, the attention of owners of stock is called
He has succeeded in transforming one
and didn’t hurry, or I might have been to UNCLE SAM’S CONDITION POWDERS.
kind of microscopic fungi, which is a
down long ago."
These celebratedpowders stand unrivaledfor
dangerous agent of disease, into another
Presently one of them remarked that their excellency as a preventivefrom diseaso.
kind of fungi which is perfectly harmshe had been very cold, adding, “I never By mixing with the feed they will keep the anless. This remarkable result was
imal in the best general health,toning up the
was so cold in my life.”
system and keening the digestive organs and
reached by a continuous treatment of
An inquiring look caused the last blood in a healthycondition.
the fungi for six months, during which
speaker to modify her statement instantly
The Powders are warranted to give perfect
time 1,500 generationswere produced.
with: “ Oh, I don’t think I was so cold, satisfaction. Prepared by the Emmert ProHe was through this process enabled to
prietary Co., Chicago, 111. Put np in 25 and
after all.”
60-cent packages, and sold by all druggists.
transform the bacteria which cause
A third remark to the effect that “Miss
“milzbrand,” the dreaded inflammation
So-and-so was the homeliestgirl in the
Veoitine.— No medicine has attained such
of the spleen, into the “heupilze,” or
city,” was
recalled iu*
as oouu
soon us
ns made,
the a great reputation as this justly-celebrated
cwy,
na» icuiuicd
iLiuuu, me
compound.
Ho alio produced an olgalm,
I 5>6ake-rbeinB c0“l,elle<! 40 own thnt M'1*
So-and-so was only rather plain, instead
The regularFrazer axle grease saves money
unknown, which forms a connecting of being excessively homely.
for the coiiKuui',r. The light-colored or yellow
link between the above-named fungi.
So it went on throughout the day, Ioom iis the spokes.
Gloves have a strange, eventful histo- causing much merriment, which was
For a pamphlet on Electric Treatment of
ry. In the third century a glutton ! good-naturedlyaccepted by the subjects, chronic diseases with Electricity,which will be
named Pithylius never dined without i and giving rise to constant corrections in sent free, addressthe McIntosh Electric Belt and
Battery Co., 192 A 194 Jackson St., Chicago, 111.
gloves. This enabled him to seize, be- i the interest of truth.
fore his fellow guests, the hot meats
One thing became more and more surThe diamond boota and shoes are the best
with rapidity; and, to prevent his tongue I prising, however, to each one of us, and Made by Rosenthal Brothers, Chicago.
from being burned, he had it incased in that was the amount of cutting down
a leather sheath. The origin of gloves i.s i which our most carelessstatementsdeuncertain. However, in the eleventh manded under this new hxw.—Yuuth'a
century,the nobles wore gloves, highly Companion.
ornamented with cameos, rubies, pearls
eaD
and emeralds. The dignitaries of the
People
in Class Houses, Etc.
Venetian republic wore gloves, heavilv
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Making Use

of natural laws or forces may lie

brought

into operation to assist in surmounting
difficulties. Thus, a few years ago, an
iron bridge of considerablelength, the
weight being aliout 200 tons, was constructed in England and erected in a remote part of Germany. By some mis-

53UJPU

hap, the bridge, when finished, was
found to l>e some distance “out" to
one side, an error which the proprietors
insisted should be rectified. To take
down and re-erect the bridge would be
l imply ruin to the contractor. But necessity is the mother of invention, aud
so it prdved in this case. It was summer time, tuid the contractor proceeded
to find the amount of expansion which
was caused by the heat of tho suu over
the whole length of the bridge. He
next ascertained what contraction took
place in tho night by cooling. Armed
with these data, he thought it might bo
possible to bring the bridge to its proper
position in a few days. Tho bridge', of
course, in its ordinary condition expauded from the center, pushing its two ends
outward, or farther apart, and again
contractingtoward the center. Taking
f
advantageof these conditions, one end
Neuralgia,Sciatica, Lumbago,
was made fast in the morning, and the
bridge was forced to expand from that Backache, Soreness of tho Chest,
Bout, Quinsy, Sore Throat, Swellimmovable jKiint, instead of from the
ings and Sprains, Burns and
middle, as formerly. When the iron
composing the bridge had expanded to
Scalds, General Bodily
its full extent in tho direction intended,
Paint,
that end was released, and the opposite
Tooth,
Ear
and
Headache, Frosted
end made fust. Tho bridge then conFeet
and
Ears,
and akl other
tracted toward its true position. Thus,
Pains
and
Aches.
whatever was gained by tho day’s exWo Preparation on earth aquala Sr. Jxooa* Oh
pansion was secured by the subsequent
a* a ta/e, cure, simple and cheap Ext.rual
contraction when the metal cooled at Remedy. A trial entail, but tha oomparatlv.);
night, and, the process being renewed trifling outlayof 60 Cents, and ovary on* uff*rin|
with pain can have cheap and positive proof of It.
day by dav, the work was successfully claims.
Dir actions In Eaten Langiaf •*.
accomplished.
•OLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS AND DEALER!
The |K)lic.e of New Orleans discovered
IM MEDICINE.
an opium-Hmokingden in the city, and
A.
GO.,
arrested the Chinese oroprietor. The
Baltimore, MS., V. M. A.
place is said to have had customers who
were well-dressedwomen.
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RHEUMATISM
ABSOLUTELY CURED.
BY THE USE OF

A

RHEUMATIC CURE,

1

CENTS. Ask

Your Druoout For

llnlr Dvr lath# SAFEST
and H KS ; It acta Instant*-
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well-appointed
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1)3 W'Ullani St., New York
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PRICE, 75
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1* charged with a polannouaI'rlr Arid.
Y on rnn br Cured by ni-uti aliimp tin. aridity with Dr. Itoaanko’alUieuinnllrCure,
a chemically prepared Allnltne, a Si-vcitlcfor
Rheumatism.Will acrid It poet paid.
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must
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THE GREAT ALKALINE REMEDY.
Why you b»ve Rheumatltm ! Bi-eame your

hitX

OOLUMBIftN^rTT^rr^S:

atlve, ParentalGovernmentPaper, devoted to the Interest. of Kducatlnn,Wage-Later and PmducUon. Tha
special mil nn*e "f Tlir.0<>UIMBI*N li to eliminate from
the mot iKNl.of American Peoplii that quadrilateral
of
Diabolism-the credit system. u*ele*s mhldlninen, unjust
taxation and monopoly.
lllg Job. wblrli
he done. THK (JOM’MHIaNis elegsntly and vlgnmualy lllnatmled, and sold by every newsdealerami at every
noatofficein tho land at the uniform price of on* cent.
Sample copy may lie seen at every postoffice.
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have heard of some dark scenea,
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but rarely encountered anything so
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Addresa VALENTINEBrob., Janaaville.Wia

EH FOX,

Skunk. Raccoon. Mink, lionght for
XV Gaali ; Hlgheat Price*. Send for Circular— full particular. K. C. BOUOMTON. 5 Howard St .. New York.
//O

YOUNG MEN /

That th» I.AKKf IPF m siNI>trOI.
U>1K. *1 North rutk M..CUK AOO.
Iu-. u the brat and cnaijwat. fcrx.d (of
Circular.

Mpmnm

mass of ravless
I ?he, fhufch 18
^eat and small
YEAR and axpanM* to
Ah, joyful should ever be the linking I !n ,dl u5t'01,3.a'ld lloy. r8r'->
agenia. Outfit Fra* Addrau P.
O.
of young hearts together,and terrible ! >ow ™»ttamal)leare the nuns it labors
s VICKERY. Augusta, Maine
must be the feelings of tho.se around : to 8ot(lMi?or10 “eu We come to educate, AAPA A MOXTH ! Affenta Wanted
whom the shadows of fate are gathering to isolate, to be abstractionists; \
Baat-Sallln* Article* In the world ; a aam9uUUpl*/r«. JAY BRONSON. Detroit. Mich.
even at the threshold, which should blare
40 “P™ ?ie uPPcr 7e8 *<>
Morphine Habit Cured In M
in all the gorgeous coloring of hope and
of, cftU8‘J. “uJ
°
j.I10W though
ministers of justice
to id day*. Nopo? MU Cora*
promise.
Du. J. bTuruKua, Lebanon, Ohln
and power fail, Justice and Power fail
Yet the same somber shade, tho same
never. Tho open secret of tho world is
Poultry, (lame,
gloom of hue, tho same depth of darkFura, etc.
the art of subliming a private soul with JOHN B, PAGE & SON
ness, was seated upon every feature. No
102 Park Place, N.Y.
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narcotic*.
Bold by druggists. Bend lor
Circular.
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LITERARY
Q Ol *f*Q REVCLBTION
formerly to

Peach,
sachs
I
I. Macaulay's Ufa of Fiwderiok
( rest. II. Carlyle's life of ltot>ert
HI. l.nn
artine's Ufa of Mary (Juaen of Scot*. IV. Tho*. Hugh**'

O V/blB

9

ths

e ^
9 wKelw

Manliness
C Al
lormcrly |U0
of Christ.
I vF each : I. Amolirs l.lghl
of Asia. II. Goldsmith'sVicar of Wakefield. HI. liaron
Munchausen's Travels and SurprisingAdventures. For

A

John B. Aldan, Manager, Tribun* Building,New York,

CELLULOID
EYE-CLASSES.
IteprofteniinK tlio choloeut-Boicoted
TortolidBhell and Amber. The lichtest,handsomfut.
and HtxougoHtknown. Bold by Optlclnnaand
Jowelera. Made by Uie BPEN'CEB OPTICAL
M’ ro CO., 13 Maiden Lane, New York

TomnW, One

CENTS aJIontlL

COLUMBIANA'S

thnfineat.mo.telatKirate.coatlyand beautiful Holidaycut
ever presentedto the American people. A Specimen Copy
can be seen at thia office and at every t»oatotTioe
and new*land In the United Ktatea. One cent a copy everywhere

One Doll a year.
THE rillCAGO I.KDOE*
ha aent to any address, po*Uga
at the price* mimed above. Sand
inV' ur names. Address
I.KIMJKIC, t.blcogo, III*
will

KIDNEY-WORT

paid,

THE

Tho Groat lUmody For THI LIVER (
THE BOWELtfan<l the KIDNEYS.
Theea graat «gana are the Natural clranaenof
the Hyitem. Vl^y wagfc well, health will be per

15.00 PER DAY Made

mooma clogged,dreadful dU-ua* are
developed because tha blood la potaooed with th#
humor* that ahobld have been expellednaturhi!/.

Weighs accuratelyup to VI Iba.
handsome
idsome apt
npiMarm
irance sells It at sight.

KIDNEY-WORT

and throw

°

oxi

1,n

decP

4’)

^

OPIUM

bright hope, were seen in the

warm,

price,

dlaeaaa.Thousand have bean
cured, and all may be. For mla by all PragglaU.

BOOM FOR AGENTS.
F.xclnalv* territorygiven free. Tanna
rapid sale* surprise old AganU.

cheek, but one unvarying shade of funeral gloom possessed the bride, jiossessed the groom, possessedthe preacher
— in fact, they were all possessed.
Reader, they were Timbuctoo darkies!

A Builder’s Testimony.

No. lf» W. Fifth

A report sent us by an undoubted authority on the subject of American forestry proves that since 125 years the
necessarymoisture of the soil in North
America has decreased 7 per cent, every
quarter century in consequenceof the
wanton destruction of woodlands, and
that a further continuance of these must
most seriously affect the climate of the
whole continent, to the great detriment
of health as well as the fertility of the
soil. That the picture is not overdrawn
\9c can cosily prove from the decline of
horticultural products.From many
States m which hut a comparatively few
vears since peaches were grown on free
land this luscious fruit has entirely disappeared, and many other garden products with it. According to the “ Report
upon Forestry,” Southern Indiana, until

STARCH

no

to
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GrOOX>

And

'alarg* oonaomera ; largaat
Ity and tanna th* beet Coun-

Weekly

Its

Fitted

A FAMILY KEDICIXB THAT HAS BEALKBl
MILLIONS DCBING S5 YEAB8I

Courier-Journal,

try (torekeopera
abouldcall or write THE WELLS TEA
The publishers of tbeCoCKiEii-JoDnwAL (Hon. Henre
saw his plum WMPANyTsoI Fultonat, H.Y. F.O.BoiMIO
Watterson,editor, claim that aa a reliable and valuable
newspaper it has no superiorIn this country or In the
trees despoiledof their fruit Suspectworld. It U able, bright and newsy o«nt In* the strong,
ing his children, he called them all toeat ediUnriala,the moat completesummary of the news of
Outfits.
the world, tho best correspondence,full turf and stock
gether, and said: “One of yon has stolen
Printer* about to embark In the Nevapaper or Prlntlnc* report#, market report*, t-shl-.nreport*, sermon.,splenBusinea*in thia State will find It to tliair Internet to did original stories and novelettes, poetry, department
my plums, and I know which is the addrtaa
PKI VTKKS* KX (MANUK, Box KW. for children, answers to correspondent*,etc.,etc.: In a
guilty one, for ho has a leaf on the end Chicago, in., before parchiaincoutfit*.
word, evarythhiR to make It a delightto the family ctrde, and Invaltumeto the man of business,the farmer,
t)f his nose. ” And tho guilty one liad
the mechanic and tho Ultorar.

A

father of a family

MISTiSG UHilT.

HALM FOE EVERY WOUND
MAN AND BEAST!

OI

I

_
_

tho naive/e, foreseen by ^the father, to
denounce himself by rubbing the end of

nose.

While

sunlight is the most favorable
haymaking, it is a weU-knotfnfact
that wild oats are best sown by moon-

light

of

iinai n

AganU wanted ararywhara
tail to fanxiliaa,
ho tola and

praise and gratitude to the discovererof
this liniment.

for
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Smifal
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Chas. 8. Strickland, Esq., of 9 Bovlston

his

Cincinnati, O.

arawanr,

[From tho Grind Rapldfl Times.)
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Trees and Moisture.

Wi reach for riches and we grasp a millstone,
unless in health to enjov them. A Gough or
Cold qnickly works our physical ruin unless we
are careful Use Dr. Bull’s Cough Byrup.
Price 25 cents.

and

VOMEMTIC NC'Af.E CO.,

J'mr'r80H‘

bride’s

Our New

- ..... . Scelaa
KeUII price fl JO. Other .Family
weighing26 lbs. cost 45X0. A Krgulnr

will restore th* natural action,

off tha

THE NEWSPAPER.
telling of youthful passions and

Selling

PLATFORM FAMILY SCALE.

toct, If they

S 7 7 7
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"TO

Puma

AMKRICAN BOOK KXCHANOB,

,

tobac co

NEVER

low .plrlted,try

CURES'.&S^S’

PISO’S

dresa

beneficent mflueneea fhe most unmellHe

weak

WaSaltMacfiiCoJia.

llunyan'a Pilgrim's Progreaa. Illustrated
eatalocua sent free.

O.

drunkenness
use of opium,

B

you are .Im-

save your

M
^
CANCER.
Six
"rhlch aro 1)eue1at!1. j-ix-ued.
KLD.O.W. JARRELL, u

T',e 0'v"uJe8 80e oul.vth;' f*01'8 “ml
effect8>tho ul>l*r ^es l.eliold causes
and the connection of things. And when
we go nloue*or come into the house of
thought and worship,we come with purpose to be disabused of appearances, to
see realities, the groat lines of our destiny, to sec that life has no caprice or
fortune, is no hopping squib, but a
growth after immutable laws, under

If

I.

D an absolute
and irrealatnblo e u re for

HOP

t

1

Hop Bitters
ply

b ths bast in th* World. It la absolutely purs. It L tbs
beat for Medicinal Purposes. It b th* bast for Bakin*
and all Family Uses. Mold by all DruggisU and (Jrocam

MIX C’KNTMi
D.

wl 1 ne
cured If you use

WAOKH, nmraer and irtntur. Samplea fr»«.
NationalCopying Go, 8U0 WmI Madlaon at.,Oblcago.

Gloom was upon her countenance and 1 P™ th,at “1'«“l’ove the.m l>l!r™ivcf
upon his. The man whose holy office it I Ttwh,eUI h<! P,'llr
‘''"I1!'.
was to unite them in bonds never to bo
torn asunder, stood like an executioner
before the bride and bridegroom, and
they— the pair waiting to be blessedbent down their heads like criminals before him.
In vain might tho eye watch around
the assembly in search of sunshine upon
a single countenance; all was dreary,
black— and assistants, ns well as attendants, at tho ceremony, were alike
shrouded in one dark. ovcraluulowing

You

T>IC>

•

HopBItters

Have yomfy*prpsiu, kulnru
or urinarycomplaint, cllsc.se
of tho ttomach,
botcelt, blood,
liver or nervet

Kidney

‘dbeaJie that might
have been prevented
i by a timely use of

Bitters.

GOUGH

from soma

form of

taku Hop

we think it is eminently proper that those
working in glass houses should say a “ good
fashion of wearing gloves, with subjectsI word” ibr anything of benefit to themselves.
painted thereon like fans. In the six- In this connection, Mr. l-aae Coney, Manateenth and following century, sovereigns ger Salem (N. J.) (ila>s Works, remarks: I
accepted presents of gloves, which was am pleased to say that I have used the Great
more pacific than picking one up when Kemedy, St. Jacobs Oil, for Rheumatism
thrown down.
i Wnli excellentresults; other members of my
family have also been greatly benefited by
its use.
A Gloomy Bridal.

mo

Wo

nually

feet

that your system
needs cleansing, toning or stimulating,
withoutfnforfea/fnff,

in glass houses should never throw stones,”

splendidgloves as for his walnut wine.
Later,
xnmM, Italy
Auwy and
mm Spain
opani introduced
uiirouiiceu the

I

night work, to restore bnun nerve and
I waste, uoe Hop B.
suffering from any InIf you arc young and
you are mardiscretionor dlK8l|ial | lion i It jo
oum iulfe ring from
rled or single, old orl I young,
l>oorhealth or languish I ling
on a bed of lick. nF 0
ness, rely on
| Bitters.
Thousands die anWhoever you arc,

Louis Evening Chronicle.)

be proper that those “living

tollingover

ters

your dutlc* avoid
Ktlnmlantaand uee
Hop Bitters.
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Printers’

A^ftipcrb Picture of the Great American

ta

It

appeanH^whinl--.-.- m IfeJ

reowU/f

freaeihlblUon-Intbelntereatof
the public—at the office of thle paper and at erery poatoffico In the United
State*. Call and examine it. You may never hare another opportunity
and it may do you good.

AGEXTS! Her*

la

YOU* GOLD

DIGGING COLD

COUIUKB-JODBNAL.

Complete adan-

it gold and •lb or
they find It, how they
____
s __ ttingad rent area of wild
Camp Life. Stream* filled
Foreaia filled
with G«me. Mountain* filled with Sllrer and Gold. For
Circular* and
F.xirn Terma. addraaa

__

wlthFUb.

Mpednl

Chicago,HL

EVER MADE

SALES

IN

AMERICA.

LARGEBTHAfl E7EEL

The Mexican Mnstanff Liniment
been known for more than tbirty-1
years as tbe bolt of all Liniments,
[Man and Beast. Its tales unlay
I larger titan ever. It cures when
lothcrs fail, and penetratesskin, ie
land muscle, to the very hone,
everywhere.
.

i

Bobac ribers can secure any one of the leading periodlcals of the day, a handsome book, or some other valuable premium for a very small amount of money. Our
list of premiums to all subscribers who tend us Two Dal
will be found to he worthyof especial attention.

Un
MIlfEt

ira

HUBBARD BROS.,

Rare Inducement*In the w»v of cash commissionsand
valuablepremiums are offeredagenU, postmasterssnd
olub-nlserswho send subscriptl ms to the WxKKLT

THE0LDE8T&BE8TUNIMEI

Hiserimen eoplee and rail rfeacrlptlveelrealor seat free on nppllratlea.
Hiibarriptioii trrtna. poatngr free, are— for
5i*lJ50£d,iy*Blit .Weeklv, with preulam. BUt withont premlaui. fl.AO.
Any oar aendiag roar yearly etibarrlbrra
and six dollarswill be entitledto an extra
il ot

0

N.P.
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WR1TINO TO ADVERTIMB
dvorthwB

Jimtw;s’ Column.

CHRIST MAS

Cooking a Turkey.

PRESENTS.

There

but there

a

is

wide difference even when

and

the birds are of like age

pending wholly upon the
kitchen, or of

who

skill in the

superintendent.A lady

its

being generalagent for Ottawa.Allegan, Muskegou and Kent countiea, I cun sell at wholet*alu
aH well as at retail the celebrated

always have “good

is reputed to

mm

American Ayri-

out the following for the

culturist:“Unless it is badly soiled, never

many

soak, wash, or wet a turkey, as

and

Wishing to reduce my

DHY

days

stock, I offer for sale the next 30

GOODS, BOOTS and SHOES,

HATS

and CAPS,

—ALSO—

Wm

wipe

& WHti, Westsn

HEADY MADE CLOTHING

Cottage, Smith1!

at great bargains.

Ope,

American aai Eetey

thoroughly inside and out with a dry
towel.

and

GOBLER’S PIANOS

do.

kept in salt brine.

Carefully d aw, the turkey,

mm

chickmg,

Indeed washing injures any kind of meats
fish, esccpt those

I

Pianos & Organs

quality, dc-

roast turkey,” at our request kindly wrote

and

MQ3STE1T S.A.VEZ)

roast turkey, and roast turkey,

is

uncooked,

It will thus keep longer

and be belter flavored.— If it chances

to
My Stores are to be found at
an hour or two,
before baking. If one has not HOLLAND, GRAND RAPIDS &C00PEESV1LLE.

be a tough one, steam
as needed,

it

All those goods were purchased before the rise, and

a steamer large enough, as few have, it
may tie done in a wash-boiler, supporting
the bird above the water on a couple of

can be sold very cheap.

My store In Holland will be lonnd next door to
Bosnian'sClothing More, and bin just been rcplcnlched with choice inutrumcnm. which I offer
eell. Juhi as cheap as any Music iiounc In
inverted basins, or suspending it by strings to
A nurica.

from the handles.— My

has learned

fjimily

THE STOCEI

to like plain stuffing rather than the highly

much

vogue. I

in

use stale bread cuouped

G.

moisteued with scalding water,

fine, just

add

nut to a “mush,” and

Thyme.

of Sweet Marjoram or

we omit

Savory, but

Holland, Dec.

pinch

Most

44-Gm

A boy

a

10 years old can saw off
3 foot log In two minutes,

because

it,

CALL AND SEE FOR YOURSELF.

SAWING MADE EAST-

like

IS COIM-PLETE.

RANKINS.

1880.

10,

a little butter,

salt, pepper, and, if desired, a small

Summer

Instruments

Corns & Seethe

seasoned, rich, indigestible dressing so

not relished by one of the family.— After
stuffingand sewing, fasten the

down

legs

wings and

E.

closely with skewers or by tying

with strings. Roast in the dripping pan

H-A-RPiinST OTOHST
H O L L JL IT n, MICH.

vT_

without water. To1 keep the skin from
scorching, haste now and then with a

little

water seasonedwith butler and salt. Rake
^Oiir^new Por,j,b^| Monarch T.lRhtninjj;Sawing

uniformlyto a light brown, avoiding

it

A

burning or hardening any part.—

to two men who can law as fait and tasy in the old
way. as one boy t6 years ofd can with this machine.
Warranted.Circulars sent Free. Agents wanted

good

oyster stuffing, when easily obtainable,

Is

VOmSB

liked by many, as follows: Drain oil' most

163

LiOBTBRtO SAW CO.,
RandolphSt., Chicago, 111.

of the liquor from the oysters,season with

IN

in cracker or bread crumbs.

Fill ihe

American Agriculturist.
•

How

any

If

to Treat Frost-Bites.

part of the

body gets frozen, the

very worst thing 'o do

is to

Copper. Tin and Sheet iron worker: plumber
Hiid Mcam litter; d -en .ill kind* of *heel metal
work in order, or rrpairiny.Also driven Wdlu
put down, and old puinpn repaired,atoven re
ptinduud putup, etc ,etc. Inquire at the Hardware .-lore ol J. K. Kieyn, Holland. Mich. 35-tl

apply heat

directly.Keep away from he fire. Use
if

you can get

Last winter

coldest possible water.

little hoy of five years froze his feet

out

while

IF. II.

JOS

MX,

BEST.

II. n.

JOSLIN & BEST,

out coasting at considerable distance from

house. He

the

and

cried all the

seemed

the case

way

home,

bad.

pretty

brought a big panful of snow and put
feet into

it,

C.

STEKETEE

on the corner of River

& Ninth

--

Sts.
bt

I

4

on

tlrely comfortable, put

i

ELECTRICITI
U
kite

his stockings

freezing. His

this

once

to the fire.

Her case

them

at

at first was not

LTD

DEALERS

$350

A

MONTHI

75

Be»t HellinrArtlelet

ple free.

AiLJAY

NO- 43
blind
relate

the following of one of his former masters

“He war

a speak 'n'

time for de old marse to speak he jist had

benche0 ami de cheers moved out

de college ya d. and,
Jet bir elf

to

womao

cry. Den, you

was a makin' bis

folks

in

wiiiTrn

& BOS.

IN

A3INT3 WANTED!
lo

IheWorlilia

BRONSON.^it.

Ointment,

From Three to
on

a

Six thousand Cord* of Bolts nt
vo Factory of J. PIXTKR, .formerly E.
\ ten A Lo.,) for which we will pavt VSH
*

Delivery.

van

1,000

di

r

-

Maple

J’.

Mill

G. 8. Deane ,t Co's Steel Blow, is one of the
hem and most popularplows in the market. This
plow has two kinds of pointers,also Steel

Grand Rapids, Oct.

14,

1880.

“

..

1880.

45^

HOP BITTERS.

TO

FOR ONE nnLL4D
DOLLAR

I.

be

PB. BUTTS’ O

B. Simpsoi's

is at de

pint by wo'kio‘on de sympathy of de
it,

slick as de very debl.il.

us

loo. Ob,

I tell you

crowd, an’ he made
de ole marse was

ory. Fains in

Arran.

_

Bemedy for tb* rperdy and perm me nl
curtof Brminal Xmlauonsoad Impoutncyby ibe oaly
truavar, rlv, Ihrwl Appixaiiea u tb. priaapu omi sf ike Diataat. The
um of ih. wewdy M aiwudedweb a* pain at MiwrulmM. and data *ad
latarfartts>k tb* orluarypurauluaf bte. VaK mode af twaiwM ktl
JIm4 kke M m rcry aai.r*caaaa,aad ta uv* a pewwua^ aoeaua Tk-rt
b u* .oeameaaWuk tkla prepanHoa. Bract «*1 ekmrraiM*toaUaa ta kl

an

HOP BITTERS,
HOP BITTERS.

yon are married or single old or young, suffer
mg from poor health or languishing on a

ooct. Dur wus a man stole a hog, an’ be
cum to marse an’ tole him he wanted him
ter defend bun » de courts. De old marse,
you see, he goes to work an’ makes de Whocm
mao kill de hog ao’ cut ’ra squar in two.
Den he takes one part hisself, gives de
Udder to de thief, an’ when trial comes

bed of sickness, take

front Letter* rorHvod frim Fmtronnt

Tolford,

HOP BITTERS.

marse he

Mks

gits up an’ tells de

<*,'

urln*r.v

Xv
G BNr.it

a

l

-rtr

flgvflftld for

Cabinet.

”

AND

complaint,

HOP BITTERS.

.‘T

drugglbt keeps

it.

HOP BITTERS.

any advice in regard to the

may save your
iL-lw

It

life.

It

.

a

purely vegetahle bitter and nower*
ami is warranted a speetlv and
certain cure for Fever and Ague, Chills
and Fever, Interinittentor Chill Fever, Remittent Fever, Dumb Ague,
Periodical or Bilious Fever, and all
malarial disorders. In miasmatic disIn

tricts,the rapid pulse, coated tongue, thirst,
lassitude, loss of apjtetite, nain in the hack
ami loins, and coldness of the spine and

extremities,are only premonitions of
severer symptoms, wliieh terminate in the
ague paroxysm, succeeded by high fever
ami profuse perspiration.
Tf is a startling fact, that quinine, arseami other potsonous minerals, form the
basis of most of the “ Fever and Ague
Preparations," “ Specifies,”“Syrups," and
“Tonies." in the market. The preparations made from these mineral poisons,
although they are palatable, ami may
break the chiil, do not cure, hut leave the
malarial and their own drug poison in
the system, producing quinism, dizziness,
ringing in the ears, headache, vertigo,and
oilier disorders more formidable than the
disease they were intended to cure.
Ayer's Aoi f Chrk thoroughly eradicates
these noxious poisons from the system,
and always cures the severest cases. It
contains no quinine, mineral, or any thing
that could injure the most delicate patient; and its crowning excellence,above
its certainty to cure, is that it loaves the
system as free from disease as before the
attack.
nic

For Liver Complaints, Ayer's Amm
Curb, by direct action on the liver and
biliary apparatus, drives out the poisons
which produce these complaints, and stimulates the system to a vigorous,healthy
conditiou.
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